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Cl i ff 
Jimmy 
(At I :::-·oni n::: Boa.rd) 
( r mchair nearest her ) 
(Armchair) 
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VITAL PRES~TS: 
Br i t i sh Papers about Ar mchairs 
I r onin0 Board 
I ron 
Basket of Clo t hes 
L.<\TE' 
Keys, Ea tches , Hand ~erchief in Cliff ' s trousers 
Cigarettes and I"Iatches on Stove 
Scissors on Stove 
Teapot on Stove 
Kettle on Stove 
Dictionary on buffe t 
Radio on Buf fe t 
Bear and Squirre l on Buff e t 
Ashtr ay on Buff e t 
Ali son ' s stoc :ings i n Buffet (Side CompEtrtment) 
Place Mats in Buffet (First drawer) 
Napkins in Buffet (Second draltrer ) 
Sil ver1trare in Buffet (S econd dra1·rer) 
Bandages on Dresser 
Handbag on Dres ser 
Ashtray on Dresser 
Letter to Alison in Handbag 
Ha lf-a - cro1vn i n Handbag 
Clothes in Closet 
Sa l a d Utens ils on Ki t chen Ta bl e 
Yillife on Kitchen Table 
Jimmy ' s shoes under bed on headbo a.rd side 
Alison ' s shoes in Closet 
Cliff ' s shoes on Livin~ room table 
Ashtray on Living room table 
Pipe for Jimmy 
Soa p on of fstage n~op Ta ble 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER* 
ACT O_NE 
The PoRTERs' one-room fiat in a large Midland town. Early evening. 
April. · 
The scene is a fairly large attic room, at the top of a large, Victorian house. 
The ceiling slopes down quite sharply from L. to R. and ends in two small 
windows, beneath which is a double bed running along the back wall. Most 
of the u.s. wall is occupied by an alcove with a high, oblong window at the 
back which gives light into CLIFF's room across the landing. Beneath the 
window and to the R. of it is a collapsible table and to L. of it a cooker. There 
is a door to the landing u.L.c. and a food cupboard L. of it. Another table is 
against the L. wall and D.L. is AnsoN's dressing table and stool. D.R., below 
the bed, is a chest of drawers, littered with books, neckties, etc. D.S. of it is a 
wardrobe and D.R.C. a covered-in water cistern on which lie a large, tattered 
teddy bear and a soft woolly squirrel. An assortment of wooden kitchen chairs 
and one or two shabby leather ones completes the simple, and rather old, 
furniture. 
At rise of curtain, JIMMY and CLIFF are seated in the two armchairs 
R. and L., respectively:-All that we can see ofeither of them is two pairs 
of legs, sprawled way out beyond the newspapers which hide the rest of 
them from sight. They are both reading. Beside them, and between them, 
is a jungle of newspapers and weeklies. When we do eventually see 
them, we find that JIMMY is a tall, thin young man about twenty-five, 
wearing a very worn tweed jacket and flannels. Clouds of smoke fill the 
room from the pipe he is smoking. He is a disconcerting mixture ~f 
sincerity and cheeiful malice, of tenderness and free booting cruelty; rest-
less, importunate, full of pride, a ·combination which alienates the sensi-
tive and insensitive alike. Blistering honesty, or apparent honesty, like 
his, makes Jew friends. To many he may seem sensitive to the point of 
vulgarity. To others, he is simply a loudmouth. To be as vehement as 
he is is to be almost non-committal. CLIFF is the same age, short, 'dark, 
big boned, wearing a pullover and grey, new, but very creased, trousers. 
He is easy and relaxed, almost to lethargy, with the rather sad, natural 
intelligence of the self-taught. IjJIMMY alienates love, CLIFF seems to 
exact it-demonstrations of it, at least, even from the cautious. He is a 
soothing, natural counterpoint to JIMMY. 
*Bifore starting to rehearse this play it is advisable to ensure that there are no restrictions on its 
performance. For full particulars rifer to COPYRIGHT NOTICE inside front cover. 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT I 
' 
Standing L., below the food cupboard, is AnsoN. She is leaning 
over an ironing board. Beside her is-a pile of clothes. Hers is the most 
elusive personality to catch in the uneasy polyphony of these three 
people. She is tuned in a different key, a key of well-bred malaise that is 
often drowned in the robust orchestration ~f the other two. Hanging over 
the grubby, but expensive, skirt she is wearing is a cherry-red shirt ~f 
jiMMY's, but she manages somehow to look quite elegant in it. She is 
roughly rhe same age as the men. Somehow, their combined physical 
oddity makes her beauty more striking than it really is. She is tall, slim, 
dark. The bones ofherface are long and delicate. There is a surprising 
reservation about her eyes, which are so large and deep they should make 
equivocation impossible. The room is still, smoke filled. The only 
sound is the occasional thud ~f ALISON's iron on the board. It is one ~f 
those chilly spring evenings, all cloud and shadows. Presently, JIMMY 
throws his paper down. 
JIMMY. Why do I do this every Sunday< Even the book reviews seem 
to be the same as last week' s~ Different books--,-same reviews. Have 
you finished that one yet? 
CLIFF. Not yet. 
JIMMY.JI've just read three whole columns on the English NoveL . Half 
· of it's in French.JDo the Sunday papers make you feel ignorant? 
CLIFF. Not 'ar£ ' · 
JIMMY. Well, you are ignorant. You're just a peasant. I (To ALISON.) 
What about you? You're not a peasant are you? 
AnsoN (absently). What's that? 
JIMMY. I said do the papers make you feel you're not so brilliant after 
all? 
ALISON. Oh-Ihaven'tread them yet. 
JIMMY. I didn't ask you that. I said-
CuFF. Leave the poor girlie alone. She's busy. 
jiMMY. Well, she can talk, can't she<l You can talk, can't you? You 
can express an opinion.t Or does the White Woman's Burden make 
it impossible to think? 
ALISON. I'm sorry. I wasn't listening properly. 
JIMMY. You bet you weren't listening. Old Porter talks, and everyone 
turns over and goes to sleep. And Mrs. Porter gets 'em all going with 
the fust yawn. 
CLIFF. Leave her alone, I said. 
JIMMY (shouting). All right, dear. Go back to sleep. It was only me 
talking. Youknow1 Talking1 Remember? I'msorry. 
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ACT I] LOOK BACK IN ANGER . 9 
CLIFF. Stop yelling. I'm trying to rea:d. 
jiMMY. Why do you bothen You can't understand a word of it. 
CLIFF. Uh huh. 
jiMMY. You're too ignorant. 
CLIFF. Yes, and uneducated. Now shut up, vv:i11 youi 
JIMMY. Why don't you get my wife to exp"lain it to you? She's 
educated. (To her.) That's right, isn't it? 
CLIFF (kicking out at him from behind his paper). Leave her alone, I said. 
JIMMY. Do that again, you Welsh ruffian, and I'll pull your ears of£ 
( bav s CL . 's. a.§. out_-R[..hi~bands.) 
CLIFF (leaningforwar . Listen-I'm trying to bett~ysel£ Let me get 
on with it, you big, horrible man. Give it me. (Puts his hand out for 
paper.) 
ALisoN. Oh, give it to him, Jimmy, for heaven's sake! I can't think! 
CLIFF. Yes, come on, give me the paper. She can't think. 
JIMMY. Can't think! ('[hrows the.,.tzi!per back. at hjgt.) She hasn't had a 
thought for years! Have you? · ··-
ALISON. No. 
JIMMY (picks up a weekly). I'm getting hungry. 
ALISON. Oh, no, not already! 
CLIFF. He's a bloody pig. 
JIMMY. I'm not a pig. I just like food-that's all. 
CLIFF. Like it! You're like a se}.."Ualmaniac-only with you it's food. 
You'll end up in the News of the World) boyo, you wait. James 
Porter, aged twenty-five was bound over last week after pleading 
guilty to interfering with a small cabbage and tw:o tins of beans on 
his way home from the Builders' Arms. The accused said he hadn't 
been feeling well for some tUne, and had been having black-outs. He 
asked for his good record as an air-raid warden, second class, to be 
taken into account. 
JIMMY (grins). Oh, yes, yes, yes. I like to eat. I'd like to live too. Do 
you mind? 
CLIFF. Don't see any use in your eating at all. You never get any fatter. 
JIMMY. People like me don't get fat. I've tried to tell you before. We 
just bum everything up. Now shut up while I read. You can make 
me some more tea. 
CLIFF. Good God, you've just had a great pot-ful! I only had one cup. 
JIMMY. Like hell! Make some more. 
CLIFF (to ALISON). Isn't that right? Didn't I only have one cup 1 
ALISON (without looking up). That's right. 
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IO LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT I 
CLIFF. There you are. A:ti.d she only had one cup, too. I saw her. You 
guzzled the lot. 
JIMMY (reading his weekly). Put the kettle on. 
· CLIFF. Put it on yoursel£ You've creased up my paper. 
JIMMY. I'm the only one who knows how to treat a paper, or anything 
else, in this house.j Cficks up another paper.)J Girl here wants to know 
. whether her boy friend will lose all respect for her if she gives him 
what he asks for. Stupid bitch. 
CLIFF. Just let me get at her, that's all. 
jiMMY. Who buys this damned thing1 (Throwrit-do·wn-:)~ Haven't you 
read the other posh paperyet1 . 
CLIFF. Which1 
jiMMY. Well, there are only two posh papers on a Sunday-the one 
you're reading, and this one. Come on, let me have that one, and 
you take this. 
CLIFF. Oh, all right. 
. (They exchange.) 
I was only reading the Bishop of Bromley. (Puts out his hand to 
.ALISON.) How are you, dullin'? · 
.ALISON. All right thank you, dear. 
CLIFF (grasping her hand). Why don't you leave all that, and sit down for 
a bit? You look tired.. 
.ALisoN(smiling). Ihaven'tmuchmoreto do. 
CLIFF (kisses her hand) and puts her fingers in his mouth). ·she's a beautiful 
girl, isn't she? 
JIMMY. That's what they all tell me. (His eyes meet ALISON's.) 
CLIFF. It's a lovely, delicious paw you've got. Ull1.Ill1lllill1. I'm going 
to bite it of£ 
ALISON. Don't! I'll burn his shirt. 
JIMMY. Give her her finger back, and don't be so sickening. What's the 
Bishop ofBromley say? 
CLIFF (letting go of ALISON). Oh, it says here that he makes a very 
moving appeal to all Christians to do all they can to assist in the-
manufacture of the H-bomb. 
JIMMY. Yes, well,-that's quite moving, I suppose. (To ALISON.) Are 
" 
l 
! 
-4 
; 
you moved, my darling 1 -\ 
.ALISON. Well, naturally. 
-JIMMY. There you are: even my wife is moved.. I ought to send the 
Bishop a subscription. Let's see. What else does he·say? Dumdidum-
didumdidum.\ Ah yes. He's upset because someone has suggested 
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ACT I} LOOK BACK IN ANGER II 
that he supports the rich against the poor. ;B,e savs he denies the clif-
r f la eli · · "Thi 'd 1/';.Pn-:'-./' . F.'d.etV4 r2.&> J d 1.erence o c ss sttnctwns. s 1 ea nas been perslStently an 
wickedly fostered by-the working-classes!" Well! 
(He looks up at both of them for reaction1 but CLIFF is reading1 and 
ALISON is intent on her ironing.) 
jiMMY (to CLIFF). Did you read that bit: 
CLIFF. Urn: 
_ (He has lost them1 and he knows it1 but he won 1t leave it.) 
jiMMY (to ALisoN). You don't suppose your father could have written 
it, do yom 
ALISON. Written what: 
jiMMY. What I just read out, of course. 
ALISON. Why should my father have ~tten it: 
jiMMY. Sounds rather like Daddy, don't you think? 
ALISON. Does it? 
jiMMY. Is the Bishop of Bromley his nom de plume1 do you think? 
CLIFF. Don't take any notice of him. He's being offensive. And it's so 
easy for him. 67'8 A;t;/'.$./L) 
jiMMY (quickly). Did you read about fue woman who went to the mass 
meeting of a certain American evangelist at Earls ,Court? She went 
forward, to declare herself for love or whatever it is, and, in the rush 
of converts to get to the front, she broke four ribs and got kicked in 
the head. She was yelling her head off in agony but, with fifty-
thousand people putting all they'd got into "Onward Christian 
Soldiers", nobody even knew she was there. Jj 
(He looks up sharply for a response) but there isn1t any.) II · 
Sometimes, I wonder if there isn't something wrong with me What 
about that tea? ' 
CLIFF (still behind paper). What tea? 
jiMMY. Put the kettle on. 
(ALrsoN looks at him.) 
ALISON. Do you want some more tea? 
jiMMY. Idon'tknow. No,Idon'tthinkso. 
AtiSON. Do you want some, Cliff? 
jiMMY. No, he doesn't. How much longer -w:ill you be doing that? 
ALISON. Won(;;,.ge)o.Po~~~\ '·:- f.f#l./<!.( .l/.i7i} (:.'/,//J£) jiMMY. God, now ~f~ Suii~aays! Its always so ilepressmg, always 'ilie 
same. We never seem to get any farther, do we? Always the same 
ritual. Readingthepapers, d.rinl.4B.:g.~s3~.,P~f.>,f~ww~ffi1-q};~ and 
another week gone. Our yout:ft:ir'Siippmg awaY-fSJ' you mo-$i:hat 1 
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!2 LO():Jl:;. BACK IN ANGER [ACT I 
CLIFF (throws down paper). What's that? 
JrMMY (casually). Oh, nothing, nothing. Damn you, damn both of you, 
damn them all. 
CLIFF. Let's go to the pictures. (To .Ans.oN.). What do you say, lovely 1 
ALISON. I don't think I'll be able to. Perhaps Jimmy would like to go. 
(To JIMMY.) Would you like to? 
jiMMY. And have my enj~nt ~d ~Y. t:B-1 Sunday night yobs in 
the front row1 No, t:B.a:D:('-1cftl. (P~sef"'bid you read Priestley's 
piece this week? Why on earth I ask, I don't know. I know damned 
well-you haven't. Why do I spend ninepence on that damned paper 
every week? Nobody reads it except me. Nobody can be bothered. ' '/, f'( 
No one can raise th.ell)selves out,o£.-:~eir delicious sloth. You two 1//% 
will dri !7VA'/~f.rb /J-. .€C1L 1\ P kn . I I' . . M ve me rounathe end-soon- ow 1t, as sure as m stttmg ;,.eoJ>'il1y 
here. I know you're going to drive me mad. Oh heavens, how I long 
for a little ordinary human enthusiasm. Just enthusiasm-that's all. 
I want to hear a warm, thrilling voice cry out Hall~l~ah!) (He bangs 
his breast theatrically.) :fiallelujah! I' ill alive! r\.-ce'>~"fd~~hy don't 
we have a little game? Let's pretend that we're human beings, and 
that we're actually alive. Just for a while. What do you say1 Let's 
pretend we're human. (He looks from one to the other.) Oh, brother, 
it's such a long time since I was with anyone who got enthusiastic 
abont anything. 
CLIFF. What did he say 1 
JIMMY (resentful of being dragged away from his pursuit of ALisoN). What 
did who say1 
CLIFF. Mr. Priestley. 
JIMMY. What he alway; says, I suppose. He's like Daddy-still casting 
well-fed glances back to the Edwardian twilight from his comfort-
able, disenfranchised wilderness. What the devil have you done to 
those trousers 1 
CLIFF. Done? 
jiMMY. Are they the ones you bought last week-end? Look at them. 
Do you see what he's done to those new trousers? 
ALISON. You are naughty, Cliff They look dreadful. 
JIMMY. You spend good money on a new pair of trousers, and then 
sprawl about in them like a savage. What do you think you're going 
to do when I'm not around to .look after you 1 Well, what are you 
going to do? Tell me. 
CLIFF (grinning). I don't know; (To ALISON.) What am I going to do, 
lovely< 
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ACT I] LOOK_l?A.CK IN· ANGER I3 
ALISON. You'd better take them of£ 
JIMMY. Yes, go on. Take 'em of£ And I'll kick your behind for you. r\ 
ALISON. I'll give them~ press while I';e. got the iron on. (C 4, .flf ti!.f-~;1/ 
CLIFF. O.K. (Starts takmg them off) I lljust empty the pockets. (Takes 7 . 
out keys, matches, handkerchief) 
JIMMY. Give me those matches, will yom 
CLIFF. Oh, you're not going to start up that old pipe again, are you? 
It stinks the place out. (To ALISON.) Doesn't it smell awful? 
(JIMMY grabs the matches and lights up.) 
ALISON. I don't mind it. I've got used to it. 
jiMMY. She's a great one for getting used to things. If she were to die, 
and wake up in paradise-after the first five minutes, she'd have got 
used to it. 
CLIFF (hands her the trousers). Thank you, lovely. Give me a cigarette, 
will you? · 
JIMMY. Don't give him one. 
CLIFF. I can't stand the stink of that old pipe any longer. I must have a 
cigarette. . s:n:.· ~ /10~ elf) 
JIMMY. I thought the doctor said no cigarettes? (.1-9/I:JOd X 7Z: · ') l.f 
CLIFF. Oh, why doesn't he shut up? 
JIMMY. All right. They're your ulcers. Go ahead, and have a belly-
ache, if that's what you want. I give up. I give up. I'm sick of doing 
things for people. And ali for what? (~.NJ/>1' /./o//IT.r" (/UJ-;;:"'f e./~) 
(ALISON gives CLIFF a cigarette. They both light up, ,and she goes 
on with herironing.) · . 
Nobody thinks, nobody cares. No beliefs, no convictions, and no 
enthusiasm. Just another Sunday evening. 
(CLIFF sits down again, in his pullover and shorts.) 
Perhaps there's a concert on. (Picks up Radio Times.) Ah. (Nudges 
CLIFF with his foot.) Make some more tea. 
(CLIFF grunts. He is reading again.) 
Oh, yes. There's a Vaughan Williams; Well, that's something, any-
way. Something strong, something simple, something English. I 
suppose people like me aren't supposed to be very patriotic. Some-
body said-what was it?-We get our cooking from Paris. (That's a 
laugh.) Our politics from Moscow, and our morals from Port Said. 
Something like that, anyway. Who was it? (Paus.f.) Well, you 
wouldn't know anyway. I hate to admit it, but I think I can under-
stand how her Daddy must have felt when he came back from India, 
after all those years away. The old Edwardian brigade do make their 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER [ACT I 
brief little world look prettY tempting. All home-made caks:s and 
croquet, bright ideas, bright uniforms. Always the same picture: 
high summer, the long days in the st.:n, slim vOlumes of verse, crisp 
linen, the smell of starch. What a romantic picture. Phoney, too, of 
course. It must have rained sometimes. Still, even I regret it some-
how, phoney or not. If you've no world of your own, it's rather 
pleasant to regret the passing of someone else's. I must be getting 
sentimentaL But I must say it's pretty dreary living in the American 
Age-unless you're an American of course. Perhaps all our children 
will be Americans.(That's a thought, isn't it: 
. (He gives CLIFF a kick1 and shouts at him.) 
I said, that's a ·thought! 
CLIFF. You did: 
JIMMY. You sit there like a lump of dough. I thought you were going 
to make me some tea. 
(CLIFF groans. JIMMY turns to ALISON.) 
-Is your friend Webster coming tonight: 
ALISON. He might drop in. You know what he is. 
JIMMY. Well, I hope he doesn't. I don't think I could take Webster 
tonight. 
ALisoN. I thought you said he was the only person who spoke your 
language; 
JIMMY. So he is. Different dialect but same language. I like him. He's 
got bite, edge, drive- · 
ALISON. Enthusiasm. 
JIMMY. You've got it. When he comes here, I begin to feel exhilarated. 
He doesn't like me, but he gives me something, which is more than I 
get from most people. Not since-
ALisoN. Yes, we kno.w. Not since you were living with Madeline. 
(She folds some of the clothes she has already ironed1 and crosses to 
the bed with them.) 
CLIFF (behind paper again). Who's Madeline: 
ALisoN, Oh, wake up, dear. You've heard about Madeline enough 
times. She was his mistress. Remember: When he was fourteen. 
Or was it thirteen 1 
JIMMY. Eighteen. 
ALISON. He owes just about everything to Madeline. 
CLIFF. I get mixed up with all your women. Was she the one all those . 
years older than you: 
JIMMY. Ten years. 
--~.-~ 
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CLm. Proper little Marchbanks, you are! 
JIMMY. Whattime'sthatconcertOJL? (Checkspaper.)~l/.{t# X .dh'c?R lf:' //!.t:/Y} 
CLIFF (yawns). Oh, If eel so sleep-fDon' t feel like standing behind that 
blinking sweet-stall again tomorrow. Why don't you do it on your 
own, and let me sleep im 
JIMMY. I've got to be at the factory first thing, to get some more stock, 
so you'll have to put it up on your own. Another five minutes. 
(ALISON has returned to her ironing)oard. She stands with her 
arms folded, smoktng, staring thoughtfully.) 
She had more animation in her little finger than you two put together. 
CLIFF. Who did 1 
ALISON. Madeline. 
JIMMY. Her curiosity about things, and about people was staggering. 
It wasn't just a naYve nosiness. With her, it was simply the delight of 
being awake, and watching. 
(ALisoN starts "to press CLIFF's trousers.) 
CLIFF (behind paper). Perhaps I will make some tea, after all. 
JIMMY (quietly). Just to be with her was an adventure. Even to sit on the 
top of a bus with her was like setting out with Ulysses. 
-CuFF. Wouldn't have said Webster was much like Ulysses. He's an 
ugly little devil. £/.f£J' ...,._ C~~.JS£.(" rc !.3t.;.r-"-FG7 
jiMMY. I'm not talk£g about Webster, stupid. He's all right though, in 
his way. A sort of female Emily Bronte .. He's the only one of your 
friends (To ALISON.) who's worth t~ppence, anyway. I'm surprised 
you get on with him. . 
ALISON. Sois he, I think. . . _ ,J..otJI<!Ih/cp t::Jl}T- lt.JidlJOtJ 
JIMMY (JW;n:_gdct;:mtndo:w .. "R.:,:crnd looking-om). He's not only got guts, but 
sensitivity as well. That's a,bout the rarest combination I can think o£ 
None of your other friends have got either. 
ALrsON (very quietly and earnestly). Jll.mny, please-don't go on. 
(TIMMY turns and looks at ALISON. The tired appeal in her voice 
has pulled him up suddenly. But he soon gathers himself for a new 
assault. He walks c., behind CLIFF, and stands, looking down at his 
head.) ( 2( /au);t~D /lh-tc/-,;1__ ..f-h,;J,( CL-f- /;;t CJ/;;.J 1/i.) 
JIMMY. Your friends-there's a shower for you. 
CLIFF (mumbling). Dry up(.; L~er JSet on witp n;L));...tr~~~Jl: .de a&.l>) 
JIMMY (musingly). Don't 1:hffik.r could. Wt5v-6fe"'h:ei."No~g1 coUld do 
would provoke her. Not even ifi were to drop dead. 
CLIFF. Then drop dead. 
JIMMY. They're either militant-like her Mummy and Daddy-
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LOOK :BACK IN ANGER (ACT I 
militant, arrogant and full of malice, or vague. She's somewhere 
betvveen the two. 
CLIFF. Why don't you listen to that concert of yours 1 And don't stand 
behind me. That blooming droning on behind me gives me a funny 
feeling down the spine. 
(JIMMY gives his ears a twist oand CLIFF roars with pain. JIMMY 
grins back at him.) 
That hurt, you rotten sadist! (To ALISON.) I wish you'd kick his . 
head in for him. f.v /IY 6nek' c P h'/.f (!#41/,tij 
JIMMY (moving in between them). "Have you ever' seen her 'brother? 
Brother Nigel? The straight-backed, chinless wonder from Sand-
hurst? t only met him once mysel£ He asked me to step outside 
when I told his mother she was evil-minded. 
" (lo £"LEeTlit. 
=1=1:-2 
CLIFF. And did you? r----------~---~--------
JIMMY. _5:ertainl not. He's a bi cha . Well, you've never heard so 
many well~bred commonplaces come from beneath the same bowler 
hat. The Platitude from Outer Space-that's brother Nigel. He'll 
end up in the Cabinet one day, make no mistake. But somewhere at 
the back of that mind is the vague knowledge that he and his pals 
hav: been plwide~g anj fo~WP.·"C::l(lJ~?,dl.rel~r /~;:terations. 1 Gomg u.s., and turnmg.) N owi\f1gel1s JUSt about as vague as you can 
get ·without being actually invisible. And invisible politicians 
aren't much use to anyone-not even to his supporters ! And noth-
ing is more vague about Nigel than his knowledge. His knowledge 
of life and ordinary human beings is so hazy, he really deserves some 
sort of decoration for it-----a _medal inscribed "For Vaguery in the 
Field''. But it wouldn't do for him to be troubled by any stabs of 
conscience, however vague. (Jv.[,oving,p. again.) Besides, he's a 
patriot and an Englishman, and he doesn' tl'i.fe the .ldea that he may 
have been selling out his countryman all these years, so what does he 
do 1 The only thing he can do-seek sanctuary in his own stupidity. 
The only way to keep things as much like they always have been 
possible, is to make any alternative too much for your poor, tiny 
brain to grasp. It takes some doing nowadays. It really does. But 
they knew all about character building at Nigel's school, and he'll 
make it all right. Don't you worry, he'll rp_ake it. And, wh~t' s more, / · 
he'll do it better than anybody else! {;< fz, 1/./.o(Y//)l.'Z' /Jc#/.1/J / k41f't)ulj 
. (There is no sound, only the plod of ALISON s ira . Her eyes are 
fixed on what she is doing. CLIFF stares at the floor. His cheeifulness has 
deserted him for the moment. JIMMY is rather· shakily triumphant. He 
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ACT I} LOOK_~b-CKJN ANGER 
cannot allow himselj.to look at either ;Jthem to catch their response to his 
rhetoric, so he moves across to the window, to recover himseJt and look 
out.) -
It's started to rain. That's all it needs. This room and the rain.. 
(He's been cheated out of his response, but he's got to draw blood 
somehow.) 
(Conversationally.) Yes, that's the little woman's family. You know 
·Mummy and Daddy, of course. And don't let the Marguc::s,s, 9.L.J 
Queensberry manner fool you. They'll kick you in tlfe'"~6tll./~£V 
you're handing your hat to the maid., ~~9J Nigel ~d Alison-
(In q. reverent, Stuart Hibberd voice.) NtgJ'l'~on. They're what 
they sound like: sycophantic, phlegmatic and pusillanimous. 
CLIFF. I'll bet that concert's started by now. Shall I put it on? 
JIM:MY. I looked up that word the other day. It's one of those words 
I've never been quite sure of, _but always thought I knew. 
CLIFF. What was that? 
JIMMY. I told you-pusillanimous. Do you know what it means? 
(CLIFF shakes his head.) 
Neither did I really. All this time, I have been married to this 
woman, this monument to non-attachment, and suddenly I discover 
that there is actually a word that sums her up. Not just an adjective 
jn the English language to describe her with-it's her name! Pusil-
lanimous! It sounds like some :B.eshy Roman matron, doesn't it? 
The Lady Pusillanimous seen here with her husband Sextus, on their 
way to the Games. . 
(CLIFF looks troubled, a11d glances uneasily at .ALISON.) 
Poor old Sextus! Ifhe were put into a Hollywood film, he's so un-
impressive, they'd make some poor British actor play the part. He 
:doesn't know it, but those beefcake Christians will make off with his 
wife in the wonder of stereophonic sound before the picture's over. 
(ALISON leans against the board, and closes her eyes.) 
Th_:: Lady Pusillanimous has been promised a Ag;ghter easier worl~ X c:_pyjfti< 
t1:J?ll old Sextus can ever offer her. Hi, Pusey! What say we get the n (-1/Jil/!.. 
hell down to the Arena, and maybe feed ourselves to a couple of 
lions, huh? 
ALisoN. God help me, if he doesn't stop, I'll go out of my mind in a 
minute. 
JIMMY. Why don't you? That would be something, anyway. (Crosses 
.to c}J.e.s_t,.gf-dx._a.u<.e.rbfh-j~But I haven't told you what it means yet, have 
I< (Picks up dicti~naiy.) I don't have to tell her-she knows. In fact, 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT I 
if my pronunciation is at fault, she'll probably wait for a suitably pub-
lic moment to correct it. Here it is. I quote: "Pusillanimous. Adjec-
tive. Wanting of firmness of mind, of small courage, having a little 
mind, mean spirited, cowardly, timidity of mind. From the Latin 
pusillus, very little, and animus, the mind." (Slams the book shut.) 
That's my wife! That's her isn't it: Behold the Lady Pusillanimous. 
(Shouting hoarsely.) Hi, Pusey! When's your next picture: 
(JIMMY watches her, waiting for her to break. For no more than a 
flash, ALISON's face seems to contort, and it looks as though she might 
throw her head back, and scream. But it passes in a moment. She is used 
to these carifully rehearsed attacks, and it doesn't look as though he will 
get his triumph tonight. She carries on with her ironing. JIMMY crosses, 
and switches otithe radio. The Vaughan Williams concert has started.--~"·=--
He goes bac~ -~Q his chair, leans b"ack ln- ii, anaclases his eyes.) . --
ALisoN (handing CLIFF his trousers). There you are, dear. They're not 
very good, but they'll do for now. 
(CLIFF gets up and puts them on.) 
CLIFF. Oh, that's lovely . 
.ALisON. Now try and look after them. I'll give them a real press later 
on. (;f hJf/.()tJI)'}) /Atll'l/Y,q 13tr?A!.t> /(/ H~ 
CLIFF. Thallk you, you beautiful, darllng girl. 
. (I!~J?.Uts his !f!:!!E.!!!.U!!;i[her wais~_Cind ~f:.sp,.her_:.,She smiles., and 
=gives his nose aJug.;.l~?l~!»atc~~s ftotp hi~ chqfr .. 
ALISON (fuCuFFj. Let s ave a cigarette, s we 1 
CLIFF. That's a good idea. Where are they: 
ALISON. On the stove. Do you want one, Jimmy: WJ:F"";C: X T~ S7&e;} 
jiMMY. No thank you, I'm trying to listen. Do you mind: 
CLIFF. Sorry, your lordship. . 
(He puts a cigarette in ALisoN's mouth, and one in his own, and 
lights up. CLIFF sits down, and picks up his paper. ALisoN goes back to 
her board. CLIFF throws down pager, picks up another, and thumbs 
through that.} - · -- · -
jiMMY. Do you have to :rp.ake all that racket: 
CLIFF. Oh, sorry. 
JIMMY. It's quite a simple thing, you know-turning over a page. 
Anyway, that's my paper.· (Snatches it away.) 
CLIFF. Oh, don't be so mean! 
JIMMY. Price ninepence, obtainable from any newsagent's. Now let 
me hear the music, for God's sake. 
(Pause.) 
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(To ALISON.) Ar~ you going to be much longer doing that? 
ALISON. Why1 
JIMMY. Perhaps you haven't noticed it, but it's interfering with the 
radio. 
ALISON. I'msorry. Ishan'tbemuchlonger. 
(A pause. The iron mingles with the music. CLIFF shifts restlessly 
in his chair, JIMMY watches ALISON, his foot beginning to twitch danger-
ously. Presently, he gets up quickly, crossing below ALISON.:;;to:..:;.:.th:;;;e..;.ra;;,;d.;:.io;..!1 ______ ....... ____ .J. 
and turns it off.) ) 
What did you do that fon { >( tJJ'J.. /-l 1:1 ( Y6. /1 U£ C l'f' . 
JIMMY. I wanted to listen to the concert, that's all. 
ALISON. Well, what's stopping you 1 
JIMMY. Everyone's making such a din-that's what's stopping me. 
ALISON. Well, I'm very sorry, but I can't just stop everything because 
you want to listen to music. 
JIMMY. Why not? 
ALISON. Really, Jimmy, you're like a child. 
JIMMY. Don't try and patronize me. (Turning to CLIFF.) She's so 
clumsy. I watch for her to do the same things every night .. The way 
she jumps on the bed, as if she were stamping on someone' s face, and 
draws the curtains back with a great clatter, in that casually destruc-
tive way_ of hers. It's ~e someo~y 1a~~g z-,kazj-~D~JJ;hve you /:.leR:f 
eve; nptl&_.d Jpo'Y nmsk Cltfueff'!re1'-fCi--tJ.s-se-s-lJelOitt:!c1ra4fs-w-r:,.c.) Hav~cfu 1 'TJle'Vtaf'th'ey\ick the floor about, simply walking over pfj ~Jl( 
it1 Or have you watched them sitting at their dressing-tables, drop-
ping their weapons and banging down their bits of boxes and 
brushes and lipsticks 1 
(He faces her dressing-table.) 
I've watched her doing it night after night. When you see a woman 
in front of her bedroom mirror, you realize what a refined sort of a 
butcher she is. (Turns in.) Did you ever see some dirty old Arab, 
sticking his fingers into some n:iess of lamb fat and gristle 1 Well, 
she's just like that. Thank God they don't have many women sur-
geons ! Those primitive hands would have your guts out in no time. 
Flip ! Out it .comes, like the powder out of its box. Flop ! Back it 
goes, like the powder puff on the table. 
CLIFF(grimacing cheerfitlly). Ugh! Stop it! 
JIMMY (moving u.s.). She'd drop your guts like hair clips and fluff all 
over the floor. You've got to be fundamentally insensitive to be as 
noisy and as clumsy as that. 
20 
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(He moves c., and leans against the table.)JiJT"..f r I) /),!!.~S..ftR._ ~ 
I had a· flat underneath a couple of girls once. You heard every 
da.mned thing those bastards 9id, all day and night. The most simple, 
everyday actions were a sort of assault course on your sensibilities. 
I used to plead with them. I even got to screaming the most ingeni-
ous obscenities I could think of, up the stairs at them. But nothing, 
nothing, would move them. With those two, even a simple visit to 
the lavatory sounded like a medireval siege. Oh, they beat me in 
the end-I had to go. I expect they're still at it. Or they're prob-
ably married by now, and driving some other poor devils out of 
their minds. Slamming their doors, sJ:amping their high heels, bang-
ing their· irons and saucepans-the eternal flaming racket of the 
female. <SO L...o uO BF-l!£ ~ · ~U!!~-~e~l_s stf!1t ringjJJ.16g~o~ut::"'st::::'de~.)1==--~-
0h, hell! Now the 5loody bells have started! 
---~·--=-·=·------...,.._ __ _ 
(He rushes to the window.) 
Wrap it up, will yom Stop ringing those bells! There's somebody 
going crazy in here! I don't want to hear them l 
ALISON. Stop shouting! (Recovering immediately.) You'll have Miss 
Drury up here. 
JIMMY. I don't give a damn about Miss Drury-that mild old gentle-
woman doesn't fool me, even if she takes in you two. She's an old 
robber. She gets more than enough out of us for this place every 
week. Anyway, she's probably in church ... (Points to the window.) 
swinging on those bloody bells! 
~CLIFF goes to the window1 and closes it.) 
CLIFF. Come on now, be a good boy. I'll take u,;;s;;.,';TI~o-u-t-, -an""""'1d-w--;e,:;;ll---
have a drink. . 
JIMMY. They're not open yet. It's Sunday. Remember: Anyway, it's 
raining. 
CLIFF. Well, shall we dance< 
(He pushes JIMMY round the floor) who is past the mood for this 
kind of fooling.) 
Doyoucomehereoften< <i/.ld.C'/..fi"' elY€~ /-iT .d6./) 
jiMMY. Only in the mating season. All right, all right, very funny. 
(He tries to escape) but CLIFF holds ht'm like a vice.) 
Let me go. 
CLIFF. Not until you've apologized for being nasty to everyone. Do 
you think bosoms will be in or out, this year< 
JIMMY. Your teeth will be out in a minute, if you do B.' t let go ! 
'-
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(He makes a great elfortro wrench himself free) but CLIFF hangs on. _ 
They collapse to the floor c., below the table) struggling. ALISON carries 
on with her ironing. This is routine) but she is getting close to breaking 
point) all the same. CLIFF manages to break away) and finds himself in 
front ~f the ironing board. JIMMY springs up. They grapple.) 
ALISON. look out, for heaven's sake! Oh, its' more like a zoo every 
day! 
(JIMMY makes a jrantic) deliberate effort) and manages to push CLIFF 
on to the ironing-board) and into ALISON. The board collapses. CLIFF 
falls against her) and they end up in a heap on the floor. ALISON cries 
out in pain. JIMMY looks down at them) dazed and breathless.) 
CLIFF (picking himse!f up). She's hurt. -Are you all right 1 
ALISON. Well, does it look like it! 
CLIFF. She's burnt her arm on the iron. 
JIMMY. Darling, I'm sorry. _ _ 
ALisoN. Get out! .k:.l;!ce£,·m~: A!.fe _ ;o/; I! /I !.tEL 1v '/T /1 /lUi al) 
JIMMY. I'm sorry, believe me. You think I did it on pur-
ALISON (her head shaking helplessly). Clear out of my sight! 
~(TIMMY stares at her uncertainly. CLIFF nods to him) and he turns 
and goes out of the door) 
CLIFF. Come and sit down. _ 1/f!,,...-l/t/l,. ~ .!'~ ,.JJJC. cj 1!-l.f:W/,o ( l d h 'h' T'l Th :>J ) He ea s er to t i anne air) R. 
You look a bit white. Are you all right1 
ALISON. Yes. I'm all right now~ ~-~ "...PJM- f·;-' C~//J//<. 
CLIFF. Let's have a look at your arm. '[Examines it. Yes, it's quite red. 
That's going to be painfuL What should I do with it1 
ALISON. Oh, it's nothing much. A bit of soap on it will do. I never can 
rememberwhatyoudowithbums. . ///IU-'1</HY /C .bez;/.2 
CLIFF. I'll just pop down to the bathroom and get somt' Are you sure 
you're all right 1 
ALISON. Yes. 
CLIFF(crossing to door). Won't beam.illute. (Exit.) 
(ALISON leans back in the chair and looks up at the ceiling. She 
breathes in deeply and brings her hands up to lier face. She winces as she 
feels the pain in her arm and she lets it fall. She runs her hand through 
her hair.) 
ALIS<?N (in a clenched whisper). Oh, God! 
(CLIFF re-enters with a bar of soap.) _ 
CLIFF. It's this scented muck. Do you think it'll be a:ll right1 J',?.. \f1/M 
ALISON. That'll do. 
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CLIFF. Here we are then. Let's have your arm.. 
( 
(He kneels down beside her, and she holds out ha arm.) 
I've put it under the tap. It's quite soft. I'll do it ever so gently. 
· ·~ (Very carefully, he rubs the soap over the burn.) 
All right? (She nods.) You're a brave girl. 
ALISON. I don't feel very brave. (Tears harshening her voice.) 1 really 
don't, Cliff. I don't think I can take much more. (Turns her head 
away.) I think I feel rather sick. 
CLIFF. All over now. (Puts the soap down.) Would you like me to get 
you something? 
(ALISON shakes her head. CLIFF sits on the arm of the chair and 
puts his arm round her. She leans her head back on to him.) 
Don't upset yourself, lovely. 
_ -:..2--. (f!r;JEassasws the backo[her r:eck, and,J,hdetslter_head.&llJpiwat;d.) 
- ALISON. Where is he-? 
CLIFF. In my room. 
ALISON. What's he doing< 
CLIFF. Lying on the bed. Reading, I think. (Stroking her neck.) That 
better? 
ALISON (leans back, and closes her eyes again). Bless you. 
CLIFF (kisses the top ~f her head). J don't think I'd have the courage to 
live on my own again-in spite of everything. I'm pretty rough, and 
pretty ordinary really, and I'd seem worse on my own. And you 
get fond of people, too, worse luck. 
ALISON. I don't think I want anything more to do with love, any more. 
I can't take it on. 
CLIFF. You're too young to start giving up. Too young, and too 
lovely. 'Perhaps I'd better put a bandage on that-do you think so 1 
ALISON. There's some on my dressing table. 
(CLIFF crosses to the dressing-table L.) _ 
I keep looking back, as far as I remember, and I can't think what it 
was to· feel young, really young. Jimmy said the same thing to me 
the other day. J pretended not to be listening-because I knew that 
would hurt him, I suppose. And-of course-he got savage, like to-
night. But I knew just what he meant. I suppose it would have been 
so eas,y to say "Yes, darling, I know just what you mean. I know 
what you're feeling". (Shrugs.) It's those easy things that seem to be 
so iilipossible with us. 
(CLIFF stands D.L., holding the bandage, his back to her.) 
CLIFF. I'm wond\!ring how much longer I can go on watching you two · 
-··~·----· ·--o, 
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tearing the :insides out of each other. It looks pretty ugly sometimes. 
A.usoN. You wouldn't seriously th:ink ofleav:ing us, would you 1 
CLIFF. I suppose not. (Crosses to her.1 .. n~ 
ALISON. I_th:ink I'm fughtenecL lf only I knew what was go:ing to 
happen. «41 
CLIFF (kneeling on-thearm'foJ-her..chair-).. Give it here. (AusoN holds out her 
arm.) Yell outifihurtyou. (He bandages it for her.) 
ALisON (staring at her outstretched arm). Cliff-
CLIFF. Um: (Slight pause.) What is it, lovely: 
ALISON. Noth:ing. 
CLIFF. I said "What is :it:'' 
ALISON. You see- (Hesitates.) I'm pregnant. 
CLIFF (after a .few moment{)· I'll need some scissors. 
ALISON. T~ey're o~:#fJ?J~/'i: /.7/~te-. . . , . 
CLIFF (crossmg to the~g:..t-alik). That IS someth:ing, ISn t 1t1 When 
d:id you find out 1 
. ALISON. Few days ago. It was a bit of a shock. 
CLIFF. Yes, I dare say. 
ALISON. After three years of married life, I have to get caught out now. 
CLIFF. None of us infallible, I suppose. (Cross to her.), Must say I'm 
surprised though. ~ -
A.usoN. It's always been out of the question. What with-this place, 
and no money, and oh-everyth:ing. He's resented it, I know. What 
can you do: 
CLIFF. You haven't told h:im yet: 
ALISON. Not'yet. 
CLIFF. What are you go:ing to do: 
ALISON. -I've no idea. 
CLIFF (having cut her bandage, he starts tying it). That too tight: 
ALISON. F:ine thank you. (She rises, goes to the ironing-board, folds it up 
and lean_s 'it against Jj;o~ cupb~ard ~ . ' , ;l.., _ ;~,. . . 
CLIFF. ~s 1t ... Is 1t ~ . ..,, "V "/ ,( ~J))p ,6.~ d t%;.1/L 
ALISON. Too late to avert the situation: (Places the iron on the rack of the 
stove.) I'm not certain yet. Maybe not. If not, there won't be any 
problerrl, will there: 
CLIFF. And if it is too late: 
(ALISON's face is turned away from him. She simply shakes her 
head.) 
Why don't you tell h:im now: 
(She kneels down to pick up the clothes on the floor, and folds them up.) 
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After all, he d9es t_g:v<::,;y.ou. You don't need me to tell you that. e/)~ If zc.vu. · 
.ALISON. Cant yo. see·? "He'll suspect my l»3·'fy;; at_.G:fif1;, ~e never 
stops telling himself that I know how vU!:Uerable~ 'I:S. ~on.ight it 
might be all right-we'd make love. But later, we'd both lie awake, 
watching for the light to come through that little window, and 
dreading it. In the morning, he'd feel hoaxed, as if I were trying to 
kill him in the worst way of all. He'd watch me growing bigger 
every day, and I wouldn't dare to looJ(at him. 
CLIFF. You may have to face itJovely. · 
ALISON. Jimmy's got his own private morality, as you know. What 
my mother calls "loose". It is pretty free, of course, but it's very 
harsh, too. You know; it's funny, but we never slept together before 
we were married. 
CLIFF. It certalnly is-knowing him! 
.ALISON. We knew each other such a short time, everything moved at 
such a pace, we didn't have much opportunity. And, afterwards, he 
actually taunted me with my virginity. He was quite angry about it, 
as if I had deceived him in some strange way. He seemed to think 
an untouched woman would defile him. 
CLIFF. I've nev~r heard you talking like· this about him. He'd be quite 
pleased . 
.ALisoN. Yes, he would. (She gets up, the clothes folded over her arm.) 
Do you think. he's right? - ·--------
CLIFF. What about? 
ALISON. Oh-everything. 
CLIFF. Well, I suppose he and I think the same about a lot of things, 
because we're alike in some ways. We both come from working 
people, if you like. Oh I know some of his mother's relatives are 
pretty posh, but he hates them as much as he hates yours. Don't 
quite know why. Anyway, he gets on with me because I'm com-
mon. (Grins.) Common as dirt, that's me. 
(.ALISON puts her hand on his head, and strokes it thoughtjui[y.) 
ALISON. You think I should tell him about the baby? 
CLIFF (getsuE, and puts his arm round her). It'll be all right-you see. 
Tellhim. :_ 
(He kisses her. E1:7ter JIMMY. He looks at them curiously, but 
without surprise. They are both aware of him, but make no sign of it. 
He crosses to the armchair L., and sits down next to them. He picks up a 
paper, and starts looking at it. CLIFF glances at him, ALISON's head 
against his cheek.) · 
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ACT I} LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
There you are, you old de~, yo~! Where have you been1 
JIMMY. You know damn well where I've been. (Without looking at her.) 
H6w' s your arm< 
ALISON. Oh, it's all right. It wasn't much. 
CLIFF. She's beautiful, isn't she1 
JIMMY. You seem to think s'o. 
(CLIFF and AusoN still have their arms round one another.) 
CLIFF. Why the hell she married you, I'll never know. 
JIMMY. You think she'd have been better off with yon~ 
CLIFF. I'm not her type. Am I, dullin'1 
ALISON. I'm not sure what my type is. 
JIMMY. Why don't you both get into bed, and have done with it. 
_kl.ISON. You know, I tbink he really means that. . j JIMMY. I do. I can't concentrate with you two standing there like that. 
J CLIFF. He's just an old Puritan at heart. 
f JIMMY. Perhaps I am, at that. Anyway, you both look pretty silly \~ slobbering over_ each other. 
CLIFF. I think s?-e' s beautiful. And so do you, only you're too much of 
a pig to say so. 
JIMMY. you're just a sexy little w elshman, and you know it! Mummy 
and Daddy turn pale, and face the east every time they remember 
she's married to me. But if they saw all tbis going on, they'd col-
lapse. Wonder what they would do, incidentally. Send for the 
police I expect. (Genuinely friendly.) Have you got a cigarette< 
ALISON (disengaging). I'll have a look. .?'J/2GS~r6'd-
(She goes to her handbag on the-~.) 
JIMMY (pointing at CLIFF). He gets more like a little mouse every day, 
doesn'thel · Ti/.!,/J-Jf (YI'/IJ.il... /I.Ut...'IJ'ij 
(He is trying to re-establish himself.) 
He really does look like one.. Look at those ears, and that face, and 
the little short 1 egs. 
ALISON (looking through her bag). That's because he is a mouse. . 
CLIFF. Eek! Eek! I'm a mouse. fr.:-!c/1/ .1:;;"/J(f/L t:;,r:; (t//,./-1//L 
JIMMY. A randy little mouse. 
CLIFF (dancing round the table, and squeaking). I'm a mouse, I'm a mouse, 
I'm a randy little mouse. That's a mouriss dance. 
JIMMY. A what< I; 
CLIFF. A Mourris Dance. That's a Morris Dance strictly for mice. pi(!. 
JIMMY. You stink. You really do. Do you know that< 
~----~-----~ 
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CLIFF. Not a.S bad as you, you horrible old bear. (Goes over to him, and 
grabs his foot.) You're a stinking old bear, you hear roe: · 
JIMMY. Let go of roy foot, you whim.sy little half-wit. You're making 
roy stomach heave. I' ro resting! If you don't let go, I'll cut off your 
nasty, great, slimy tall! / (CLIFF gives him a tug, and JIM¥Y falls to~he floor. AusoN 
watches them, relieved and suddenly full of affection.) 
AusoN. I've run out of cigarettes. 
(CLIFF is dragging JIMMY along the floor by his feet.) 
JIMMY (yelling). Go out and get roe some cigarettes, and stop playing 
·the fool! 
CLIFF. O.K. (He lets go of JIMMY's legs suddenly, who yells again as his head 
bangs on the floor.) vrT.#/2..f n: /II#' · 
AusoN. Here's half-a-crown. (.Gtving it to him.) The shop on the 
comer will be open. 
Cui:F. Right you are. (Kisses her on the forehead quickly.) Don't forget. 
(Crosses u.s. to the door.) 
JIMMY. Now get to hell out of here! 
CLm=:(at door). Hey, shorty! 
JIMMY .. What do you want: 
CLIFF. Make a nice pot of tea. 
JIMMY (getting up). I'll kill you first. 
CLIFF (grmning). That's roy boy! (Exit.) (JIMMY is now beside ALisoN, who is still looking through her hand-
bag. She becomes aware of his nearness and, after a Jew moments; 
closes it. !f: takes.hold ofher b~nda~ed.arm) . ;J • vL: /If,) 
JIMMY· How Slt feeling: X t--~w/t flJ t>~6f.(t/l. /fo(J',~· ~ 
ALISON. Fine. It wasn't anything. j'J!7i7Jo rtf S"Tt'lt-
JIMMY. All this fooling about can get a bit dangerous. 
(He sits on the edge of the table, holding her hand.) 
I'm sorry. 
ALisoN. I know. 
JIMMY. I mean it. 1 
AusoN. There's no need. 
JIMMY. I did it on purpose. 
ALISON. Yes. 
JIMMY. There's hardly a moment when I'm no1;-watching and want-
ing you. I've got to hit out somehow. Nearly four years of being 
in the same room with you, night and day, and I still can't stop roy 
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ACT rl LOOK BACK IN ANGER 27 
sweat breaking out when I see you doing-something as ordinary as 
leaning over an ironing-board. 
(ALISON strokes his head) not sure of herse!f yet.) 
(Sighing.) Twuble is- Trouble is you get used to people. Even 
their trivialities become indispensable to you. Indispensable, and a 
little mysterious. 
(He slides his head forward) against her) trying .to catch his 
thoughts.) . 
I think ... I must have a lot of-old stock ... Nobody wants it ... 
(He puts his face against her belly. She goes on stroking his head) 
still on guard a little. 7hen he lifts his head) and they kiss passionately.) 
What are we going to do tonight? 
ALISON. What would you like to do? Dri.JJ.)G .,_ 
JIMMY. I know what I want now. 7Jl,Ef .I!I.S{:; 
ALISON (takes his head in her hands and kisses him). Well, you'll have to 
wait till the proper time. 
JIMMY. There's no such thing. 
ALISON. Cliff will be back in a minute. 
JIMMY. What did he mean by "don't forget"? 
ALISON. Something I've been meaning to tell you. 
JIMMY (kissif!g_her (!gain). You're fond ofhirn, aren't you? 
ALISON. Yes, I am. 
JIMMY. He's the only friend I seem to have left now. People go away. 
You never see them again. I can remember lots of names-men and 
women. When I was at school-Watson, Roberts, Davies. Jenny, 
Madeline, Hugh ... (Pause.) And there's Hugh's mum, of course. 
I'd almost forgotten her. She's been a good friend to us, if you like. 
She's even letting me buy the sweet stall offher in my own time. She 
only bought it for us, anyway. She's so fond of you. I can never 
understand why you're so-distant with her. 
ALISON (alarmed at this threat of a different mood). Jimmy-please no! 
JIMMY (staring at her anxious face). You're very beautiful. A beautiful, 
great-eyed squirrel. 
(ALISON nods brightly) relieved.) 
Hoarding, nut-munching squirrel. (She mimes this delightedly.) With 
highly polished, gleaming, fur and an an ostrich feather of a tail. 
ALISON. Wheeeeee! 
. JIMMY. How I envy you. (He stands, her arms around his neck.) 
ALISON. Well, you're a jolly super bear, too. A really sooooooper, 
marvellous bear. 
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28 LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
JIMMY. Bears and squirrels are marvellous. 
ALISON. Marvellous and beautiful. 
[ACT I 
(She jumps up and down excitedly, making little ((paw gestures".) 
Oooooooh! Oooooooh! 
JIMMY. What the hell's that: 
ALISON. That's a dance sqUirrels do when they're happy. . 
J.'IJ:!Lembrace ag;Iit;J,. .e'ff..[ • 
JIMMY. What makes youd}illf you;re happy? 
ALISON. Everything just s"eems all right suddenly. That's all. Jimmy-
JIMMY. Yes: . 
ALISON. You know I told you I'd something to tell you: 
JIMMY. Well: 
(CLIFF appears in the doorway.) 
CLIFF. Didn't get any farther than the front door. Miss Drury hadn't 
gone to church after all. I couldn't get away from her. (To ALisoN.) 
Someone on the phone for you. 
. ALisoN. On the phone? Who on earth is it? 
CLIFF. Helena something. 
(JIMMY and ALISON look at each other quickly.) 
JIMMY (to CLIFF). Helena Charles: 
CLIFF. That's it. 
ALisoN. Thank you, Clif£ (Moves u.s.) I won't be a minute. 
CLIFF. You will. Old Miss Drury will keep you down there for ever. 
She doesn't think we keep this place clean enough~ (Comes and sit~ in 
the armchair D.R.) Thought you were going to make me some tea. 
'-yourotter. X \.) 1- () ·-:: '0, r\ •.. : 
(JIMMY makes no reply.) 
What's the matter, boyo 2 · 
~0 !: L~t."'t"R.JC. 
-r#ilf./} 
J!MMY (slowly). That bitch. 
CLIFF. Who: ---------------------------------------------------------~ 
JIMMY (to himself). Helena Charles. 
CLIFF. Who is this Helena: 
JIMMY. One ofher old friends. And oue of my natural enemies. You're 
sittingonmychair. x //) 7t CC/rr· 
CLIFF. Where are we going for a drink: 
JIMMY. I don't know. 
CLIFF. Well, you were all for it earlier on. 
JIMMY. What does she want? What would make her ring up? It tan' t 
be for anything pleasant. Oh well, we shall soon know. (He settles on 
the,.-table:-) Few minutes ago things didn't seem so bad either. I've 
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just about had enough of this "expense of spirit" lark, as far as 
women are concerned. Honestly, it's enough to make you become 
a scoutmaster or spmething, isn't it? Sometimes I almost env-y old 
Gide and the Greek Chorus boys. Oh, I'm not saying that it mustn't 
be hell for them a lot of the time. But, at least, they do seem to have 
a cause-not a particularly good one, it's true. But plenty of them 
do seem to have a revolutionary Ere about them, which is more 
than you can say for the rest of us. Like Webster, for instance. He 
doesn't like me-they hardly ever do. 
(He is talking for the sake of it, only half listening to what he is 
saying.) 
I dare say he suspects me because I refuse to treat him eitl1.er as a 
clown or as a tragic hero. He's like a man with a strawberry mark-
he keeps thrusting it in your face because he can't .2:-elie~t;.i~doesn't 
interest or horrify you particularly. (P~ks~ 2ll1s'S-i1S ~dbag 
thoughtfully, and starts looking through it.) As if I gave a damn which 
way he likes his meat served up. I've got my o.wn strawberry mark-
only it's in a different place. No as.fiiJS the Michelangelo Brigade'.s 
concerned, I must lit a ?'&t l:~i~'Wihg deviationist. If the Revolu-
tion ever comes, I'll be the first to be put up against the wall, with: 
all the other poor old liberals. 
CLIFF (indicating ALISON's handbag). Wouldn't you say that that was her 
private property? 
JIMMY. You're quite right. But do you know something: Living night 
and day with another human being has made me predatory and 
suspicious. I know that the only way of finding out exactly what's 
going on is to caWct h the~~h~they don't know you're looking. 
Wh 1 X rr:' ST6. .., b h rything trunk en s 1e· go-e: · out, go oug eve - s, cases, 
drawers, bookcase, everything. Why: To see if there is something 
of me somewhere, a reference to me. I want to know if I'm being 
betrayed. 
CLIFF. You look for trouble, don't you 1 
JIMMY .. Only because I'm pretty certain of finding it (Brings out a letter 
from the handbag.) Look at that! Oh, I'm such a fooL This is happen-
ing every five minutes of the day. She gets lett~rs. (He holds it up.) 
Letters from her mother, letters in which I'm not mentioned at all 
because my name is a dirty word. And what does she do? 
(Enter ALISON. He turns to look at her.) . 
She writes long letters back to Mummy, and never mentions me at 
all, because I'm just a dirty word to her, too. 
_'-a/:.;, .. ,.:::,;(c·.,: ,;, / .f. ' ..... , 
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AT RISE: 
ON: 
Alison (At Stove) 
READY OFF: 
Helene 
LATER: 
Cliff 
Jimmy 
Table by Bed with Middle Board Extension 
British Pap~rs About Armchair and on Armchairs 
Cigarettes on dresser 
Handbag on Buffet 
Tomatoes on Shelf in Living Room 
Cucumbers on Shelf in Living Room 
Two Prayer Books on Offstage Prop Table 
Trumpet on Offstage Prop Table 
STRIKE: 
Bandages off Dresser 
Scissors off Kitchen Table 
Letter off Floor 
Soap off Floor 
Ironing Board 
Iron 
Basket 
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ACT TWO 
SCENE I 
Two weeks later. Evening. 
ALISON is standing over the gas stove) pouring water from the 
kettle into a large teapot. She is only wearing a slip) and her feet are 
bare. In the room across the hall) JIMMY is playing on his jazz trumpet) 
in intermittent bursts. ALISON takes the pot to the table c., which is laid 
for four people. The Sunday paper Jungle around the two armchairs is as 
luxuriant as ever. It is late qfjernoon) the end of a hot day. She wipes 
'l / f ( .). k-1 / 
/ 
h fi h d h dkr/dc/ d.t.u.L.dA_,Al k if er ore ea . S e crosses w 'tne ress~:.ng-:fED_~ D.L., ta es out a pair o 
stockings fro.m one cf the drawers) and sits down on the small stool beside /u ~ 
it to putt,hlf17Jn. JfYhile she is doing this) the door op-;;;s®d HELENA 
~ Wlf tstRfiie iff~ge as ALisoN, medium height) carefully and 
expensively dressed. Now and again) when she allows her rather judicial 
expression of alertness to soften) she is very attractive. Her sense of· 
matriarchal authority makes most men who meet her anxious) not only to 
please but impress) as if she were the gracious representative of visiting 
royalty)· in this case) the royalty of that middle-class womanhood) which 
is so eminently secure in its divine rights) that it can afford to tolerate the 
parliament) and reasonably ftee assembly of its menfolk. Even from 
other young women) like ALISON, she receives her due ~f respect and 
admiration. In JIMMY, as one would expect) she arouses all the rabble 
rousing instincts of his spirit. And she is not accustomed to having tp de-
fend herself against catcalls. However) her sense ofmodestly exalted re-
sponsibility enables her to behave with an impressive show of strength 
and dignity) although the strain of this is beginning to tell on her a little. 
She is carrying a large salad colander. 
ALISON. Did youmanageallright? 
HELENA. Of course. I've prepared most of the meals in the last week, 
you know. -1i't'i · 
ALISON. Yes, you haveJJit's been wonderful having someone to help. 
Another woman, I mean. 
HELENA (crossing D.L.). I'm enjoying it. Although I don't tb.fuk I shall 
ever get used to having to go down to the bathroom every time I 
want some water for something. 
ALISON. It is primitive, is'nt it? 
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HELENA. Yes. It is ratherl(she:s!ar!~-~e!l-!0.g up green salad on to four 
plates) which she takes ]rom the food cupboard.) Loo1mig after one man 
is really enough, but two is rather an undertalcing. 
ALISON. Oh, ClifOooks after himself; more or less. In fact, he helps 
me quite a lot. 
HELENA. Can't say I'd noticed it. 
ALJ:soN. You've been doing it instead, I suppose. 
HELENA. I see. 
ALISON. You've settled in so easily somehow. 
HELENA. Why shouldn't I 1 
ALISON. It's not exactly what you're used to, is it1 
HELENA. And aie you used to it 1 
ALISON. Everything seems very different here now-with you here. 
HELENA. Does it1 
ALISON. Yes. I was on my own before-
HELENA. Now you've got me;; So you're not sorry you asked me to / 
· stay1 /"" · 
ALISON. Of course n()tHThd you tell him his tea yras ready1 
' 
i 
I 
t 
-~ 
'• 
HELENA. I banged on the door of Cliff's room, and yelled. He didn't 
answer, but he must have heard.) don't know where Cliff is. 
ALisoN (l!gningl_g~le_-~_!!_e_t:_cb_~ijJjr'thought I'd feel cooler after a bath, 
but I feel hot again already. GoAl·f wish he'd lose that damned 
/~ 
trumpet. -~ /--1<>-Yv'- · .. . 
HELENA. I imagine that's for my benefit. 
ALISON. Miss Drury will ask us to go soon, I know it .. Thank good-
ness she isn't in. Listen to him. 
HELENA. Does he drinb 
ALISON. Drink: (Rather startled.) He's not an alcoholic, if that's what 
youmean. , . f· 
(They both pause) listening to!thhrumpet.) /0l~ -j .1.v.It•[_; 
He'll have the rest of the street banging on the door next~ 
HELENA (pondering). It's almost as if he wanted to kill someone with it. 
And me in particular. I've never seen such hatred in someone's eyys 
before. It's slightly horrifying. Horrifying (Crossing to food cupboard 
for tomatoes) beetroot and cucumber.) and oddly exciting .• , } 
(AusoN.f~~e~.he! icess~~~--~~r4f_~~ brutes(~~\~-).~~\-
ALISON. He had his own jazz band once~~i~a~ wten'telwas still I . 
. ~··~ a student, before I knew him. I rather think he'd like to start another, \ · · Yf 
and give up the stall altogether. 
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SCENE I} LOOK BACK IN ANGER 33 
HELENA. Is Cliffinlovewith you?---" 
ALISON (stops brushing for a moment). No ... I don't think so. 
HELENA. And what about you? You look as though. I've asked you a 
rather peculiar question. The way things are, you might as well be 
frank with me. I only want to .help. Mter all, your behaviour to-
gether is a little strange-by most people's standards, to say the least. 
ALISON. You mean you've seen us embracing each othen 
HELENA. _Well, it doesn'neem _to _g~ _on as mu~h :.sit ~d: I, admit. . '· . .J-:,r_f_ 
Perhaps he finds my presence inhib1tmg-even ifJnnmy s 1sn t. _J{ --li;Afe!.-:r 'c.t,~~.:-~ 
ALISON. We're simply fond of each other-there's no more to it thah "~'d'.fl. a · · 
that. 
HELENA. Darling, really I It can't be as simple as that.· 
--lTI.rsoN. You mean there must be something pl;tysical, tool I suppose :r..,. 
~ere is, but it's not exactly a consurriing passion with either of us.'-"":r- '"·L, 
It's just a relaxed, cheerful sort of thing, like being warm in bed .... "·, '>'.,. · 
You're too comfortable to bother about moving for the sake of som~ >, <c .-;.'.-... ,. ~.,.'! 
th 1 l.. <> '"-? o erp easure. ,.,~ '~-.,. 
HELENA. I find it difficult to believe anyone's that lazy I ,;; ,;)J' 
ALisoN, I think we are. 
HELENA. And what about Jimmy? Afh:r all, he is your husband. Do 
you p-ean ~'?J}JYil~~J.=W)Y~iltf}' . . 
ALiso:N': 1'1!isnt:easy to exp1am. Tt's wnat lie would call a question of 
allegiances, and he expects you to be pretty literal about them. Not 
only about himself and all the things he believes in, his present and 
his future, but his past as well. All the people he admires and loves, 
and has loved. The friends he used to know, people I've never even 
known-and probably wouldn't have liked. His father, who died 
years ago. Even the other women he's loved. Do you understand? 
HELENA. Doyou1 
ALISON. I've triea to. But I still can't bring myself to feel the way he 
does a bout things. I can't believe that he's right somehow. 
lliLENA. well, that's something, anyway. X L/1 eR- -rb 'J)/U:-..S.:S c,/:2 
.ALisoN. If things have worked out with Cliff, it's becau.sene' s kind :u:ld- / 
lovable, and I've grown genuinely fond of him. But it's been a fluke. , 
~t's work_ed b_ecause Cliff is such a nice person anyway.\\ Wi~ Hugh, V 
1t was qmte different. 
HELENA. Hugh 1 . . . . 
ALisON.]:fugh TannerfHe and Jimmy were friends almost from child- Ts 
hood. Mrs. Tanner is his mother-
HELENA. Oh yes-the one who started him off in the sweet business. 
L.B.A.-C 
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ALISON. That's ngh't:-·w ell,. after jrmmy and I were inarrieCl, we'd no 7'J). 
money-:-about eight-:pounds-ten in actual fact-and no home. He" ,t!Jc/) < 
didn't even have a job. He'd only left the university about a year. 
(Smiles.) No-left. I don't think one "comes down" from Jimmy's 
university. ·According to him, it's not even red brick, but white tile. 
Anyway, we went off to live in Hugh's :B.at. It was over a ware-
house in Poplar. 
HELENA. yes. I remember seeing the postm~k on your letters. 
AusoN. Well, that was where I found myself on my wedding night. 
Hugh and ljij~5;4~a_s.~~r~~Ji;)t· ~j-J~..X~~;.~.tr He was ~ 
so proud 6f us ooth, [6f·p:ltJ.ieKca.uy an:x1ous 'fhat"we snoU1d take to il) 
each other. Like a child showing off his toys.. We had a little wed- ~ 
ding celebration, and the three of us tried to get tight on some cheap t: 
port they'd brought in. Hugh got more and more subtly insulting- -q;) 
he'd a rare talent for that.' Jimmy got steadily depressed, and I just 
sat there, listening,W ,t)J.p~~fooking and feeling very stupid. For ~ 
the first time in-'rto/J:l~, I was~cfft~ff fr"tt?The kind o£ people· I'd ~ 
always known: w}"~..qm.Y ~~~~~p61t;}~..%J."· ~d ~~P.w:%-..r· ~ 
my boats. After ~ffi8'se ~elCs of"5rawlillg Wlfr iW'urnmy and 
·Daddy about Jimmy, I knew I couldn't appeal to them without 
looking foolish and cheap. It was just before the General Election, 
I remember, and Nigel was busy getting himself into Parliament. 
He didn't have time for anyone but his constituents. Oh, he'd have 
been sweet and kind, I know. . 
HELENA (mov.ing-to c:L~~,?.v1l'hy;Pl~J.JJm Jl{iPJ me: 
AusoN. You were :#vay on toUY:in. ~me pla}", I · . 
HELENA.' So I was. .-)h'/'.R'...0~ + Jj./..)6f:!_ ,_7.:~6/t/ /]{)1-r"'e/ · 
ALISON: Those next few months at the :B.at in Poplar were a nightmare. 
I suppose I must be soft and squeamish, and snobbish, but I felt as 
though I'd been dropped in a jungle. I couldn't believe that two 
people, two educated people could be so savage, and so-so uncom-
promising. Mummy has always said that Jimmy is utterly ruthless, 
but she hasn't met Hugh. He takes the fmt prize. for ruthlessness-
from all comers. Together, they were frightening. They both came 
to regard me as a sort of hostage from those sections of society they 
had declared war on. 
HELENA. How were you living all this time 1 . 
ALISON. I had a tiny hit, co~g ~ :fr~~ a f?w shar~tcl had left, but it 
hardly kept us. M~~ lli~w:fde mesrgn~~frfthlhg else over to 
her, in 'trust, when she knew I was really going to marry Jimmy. 
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HELENA. Just as well, I :ilnagine. 
ALISON. They soon tho-c:ght of a way out of that. A brilliant campaign. 
They s~eft :in;vj.tiJg~!~~JE;selves-through me-to people's houses, 
friend's of71N:tre1S'a£d~mends ofDaddy's, oh everyone: the 
Arksdens, the Tarnatts, the Wains-
HELENA. Not theW ains 1 
ALISON. Just about everyone I'd ever known. Your people must have 
been among the few we missed 91ht·l..Jf~WE jus~S-1\~Y j',W~o~ tro 7'"/J./.JU:: 
them, and, as I say, they used rlffis·a ho'Sfagf:~f! set outffiom 
headquarters in Poplar, and carry out our raids on the enemy in 
W.r., S.W.r., SW.3, and W.S. Inm~na~~we'd?ete-cx:ash~_rexv.-
. /1 CtY ~ . 'IJ ~ ~ 7"'"0. /; '8~ -
where-cocktails, weelf?en&, evetA: 6:u e of~u e parttes. use;p 
to hope that one day, somebody would have the guts to slam the 
door in our faces, but they di~Ji Thej, we~, too ~U7bred, and Elio_b.ab~~ for me as well. Hug'h"a~'a'J~despls~cftb.rrh."nr 
:lf""S'ow('; went on plundero1.g them, wol£ng their food and drinks, 
and smoking their cigars like ruffians. Oh, they enjoyed themselves. 
HELENA. Apparently. 
ALISON. Hugh fairly revelled in the r8le of the barbarian invader. 
Sometimes I thought he might even dress the part-you know, furs, -
spiked helmet, sword. He even got a fiver out of old man Wain 
once. Blackmail, of cour5,?. Peoplf.A.l~gu).~ve s!med?tlw_ost any-
tiling to get rid of us. He 1:oi'J'hir:U th~ ~e wenFa1t~ut 't6cge turned 
out of our Bat for not paying the rent. At least it was true: 
'HELENA. I don't understand you. You must have been crazy. 
ALISON. A:fr;:tid niore than anything. 
HELENA. But letting them do it! Letting them get away with it! You 
managed to stop them stealing the silver, I suppose? L lf/.J. JJf.e,uu., d./] 
ALISON. Oh, they knew their guerilla Vili2Ifate better tb."~~ha~ Hugh XI: Mc1J:: 
. tried to secluce some :fresh-faced young girl at the Arksden's once, f/;.;;~fz~ 
.but that wa.s...!JJe,91ily_tppe JY.C.iJere more or less turned out. ' ' (/ 
HELENA. It'f1~1'ftrun'B'elie-Va'15le. I don't understand your part in it 
all. Why1 That'swhatidon'tsee. Why~_;y.gJl/. "IleA. ('h'/ii/.L 
ALISON. Marry h:in1.1 There must be abouf"-s'ix ffHferent answers. 
When the family came back :from India, everything seemed, I don't 
know-unsettled? Anyway, Daddy seemed remote and rather irrit-
able. And Mummy-well, you know Mummy. I didn't have much 
to worry about. i didn't know I was born, as Jimmy says. I met h:in1. 
___.at a party. I remember it so clearly. I was almost twenty-one. The 
men there all looked as though they distrusted h:inl, and, as for the 
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women, they were all intent on showing their contempt for this 
rather odd creature, but no one seemed quite sure how to do it. He'd 
come to the party on a bicycle, he told me, and there was oil. all over 
his dinner jacket. It had been such a lovely day, and he'd been in the 
sun. Everything abciut him seemed to burn, his face, the edges of his 
haii glistened and seemed to spring off his head, and his eyes were so 
blue and full of the sun. He looked so young and frail, in spite of the 
tired line of his mouth. I knew I was taking on more than I was ever 
likely to be capable of bearing, but there never seemed to be any 
choice. Well, the howl of outrage and astonishment went up from 
the family, and that did it. Whether or no he was in love with me, 
that did it. He made up his mind to marry me. They did just about 
everything they could think of to stop us. 
HELENA. Yes, it wasn't a very pleasant business. :But you can see their 
point. · 
ALisoN.' Jimmy went into battle with his axe swinging round his head 
;-frail, and so full of fire. I had never seen anything like it. The old 
story_ of the knight in shining armour-except that his armour 
didn't really shine very much. 
HELENA. And what about Hugh< 
ALISON. Things got steadily worse between us. He and Jimmy even 
went to some of Nigel's political meetings. They :took bunches of 
their Poplar cronies with them, and broke them up for him. 
HELENA. He's really a savage, isn't he? · 
ALisoN. Well, Hugh was writing some novel or other, and he made 
up his n:i.ind he must go abroad-to China, or some God forsaken 
place. He said that England was £nished for us, anyway. All the gld 
gang was back-Dame Alison's Mob, as he used to call it. The only 
re~ hope was to get out, and try somewhere else. He wanted us to 
go with him, but Jimmy refused to go. There was a terrible, bitter 
row over it. Jimmy accused Hugh of giving up,. and he thought it 
was wrong of him to go off for ever and leave his mother all on her 
own. He was upset by the whole idea. They quarrelled for days 
over it. I almost wished they'd both go, and leave me behind. Any-
way, they broke up. A few month~ later we came up here, and Hugh 
went off to. find the New Millennium on his own. Sometimes, I 
think Hugh's mother blames me for it all; Jimmy too, in a way, 
although he's never said so. He never mentions it. :But whenever 
that woman looks at me, I can feel her thinking "If it hadn't been 
for you, everything would have been all right. We'd have all been 
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.-------------------------~~---------happy". N cit .that I dislike her-I don'~- She's very sweet, :in fact. 
Jimmy seems to a ore er princip y beci~se she's been poor almost 
all her life, and she's frankly ignorant. I'm qt.rite a ware how snobbish 
that sounds, but ~t;.h,?.Jfpens to be the truth. · 
HELENA. Aliso~JS.~gf'to~rrte:= (To her.) You've got to make up your 
mind what you're going to do. You're going to have a·baby, and 
you have a new responsibility. Before, it was di:ff'erent-there was 
only yourself at stake. ·But you can't go on living in this way any 
longer. 
AusoN. I'm so tired. I dread him coming into the room. 
· HELENA. Why haven't you told him you're going to have a child? 
ALISON. I don't know. (Suddenly anticipating HELENA's train of thought.) 
Oh, it's his all right. There couldn't be any doubt of that. You see-
( She smiles.) I've never really wanted anyone else. 
HELENA. Listen, darling-you've got to tell him. Either he learns to 
behave like anyone else, and looks after you-
ALISON. On 
:f:-lELENA. Oryou must get out of this madhovse. (Trumpet crescendo.) 
This menagerie. He doesn't seem tq know what love or anything) 
elseni~ 
ALISON (pointing to chest of drawers D.R.). You see that bear, and that 
squirrel? Well, that's him, and that's me. 
,Qff6 
HELENA. Mearung? iJLiltJ) / ;( a /.JC''f:-J.Lic.r . 
ALISON. The game we play:. oears and sqrurrels, squirreTs. and. bears. 
(HELENA looks rather blank.) 
Yes, it's quite mad, I know. Quite mad. (Picks up the two animals.) 
That's him . . . And tha( s me . . . 
HELENA. I didn't realize he was a bit fey, as well as everything else! 
ALISON. dh, there's nothing fey about Jimmy. It~s just all we seem to 
have left. Or had left. Even bears and squirrels seem to have gone 
their own wa.:y_s nqw. ' 
HELENA. Since I arrived 1 
ALISON. It started during those first months we had alone together-
after Hugh went abroad. It was the one way of escaping from every-
thing-a sort of unholy priest-hole of being animals to one another. , 
We could become little furry creatures with little furry brains; full 
of dumb, uncomplicated affection for each other; playful, careless 
creatures in their own cosy ~oo for two; a silly symphony for people 
who couldn't bear the pain of being human beings any longer. And 
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now, even they are dead, poor littfe; silly animals. They were all 
. )P_.b7 2-mo ~~Puts thep ~-) lli:LBNA'(gft~ing Iter arm)~'f.!st~n to me. You've got to fight him. 
Fight, or get out. Othenvise, he will killyou. 
(Enter CLIFF.) 
CLIFF. There you are, dullin'. Hullo, Helena. Tea ready: 
ALISON. Yes. dear, it's all ready. Give Jimmy a call, Virill yom 
CLIFF. Rjght. £Yellin~ .back tbr.ough door.) ~d;O'l! h0rribl~gg_J Stoftthitcblo64~'WJ_~e:~l~pl.').'l:e1a.;;.d get y~WafYco~ii~g in~ Going out? e.t;f rOTZJ)u /~cit,,.1f Atl2>'4VI.Id~ t. ~ 
HELENA (crossing to L.). Yes. 
CLIFF. Pictures 1 
HELENA. No. (Pause.) Church. 
CLIFF (really surprised). Oh! I see. Both of you: 
HELENA. Yes. Are yQu coming 1 
CLIFF. Well ... I-I haven't read the papers properly yet. Tea, tea, 
tea! Let's have some tea, shall we 1 · 
(lj~_sits_at the u.s. end ofth'e table. HELENAputs the four plates of 
salad on it, sits down, L., and they begin the meal. ALISON is making up 
her face at her d~ess£ng-table. Prese.!!fl:j,, JIMMY enters. He places his 
trumpet on _;he.flef>drs't qnd comes -ibJV:e-·the table~.) 
ull b u~ /f~/r /Cf #e/.-t?/f . . , H o, oyo. ~_.ome mld have your tea. That trumpet-
whydon't~ou~tuffit_awaysomewg~}t)/6; , . _ , 
JIMMY. Yo~like 1t all2-%~4~Y flr<b~~~n t like real Jazz hasn t 
any feeli:rig eith1i?or mus1c or people. (He sits R. end of table.) 
HELENA. Rubbish. 
JIMMY (to CLIFF). That seems to prove my point for you. Did you. 
know that Webster played the banjo 1 
CLIFF. No, does he really: 
JIMMY. He said he'd bring it along next time he came. 
ALrsoN (muttering). Oh, no! · 
JIMMY. Why is it that nobody knows how to treat the ~~s,..ip. this 
place: Look at them. I haven't even glanced at them y~t::.:...:-:tih the 
posh ones, anyway. 
CLIFF. By the way, can Ilook at yp"~Ir~ew,.-PAI'rJl_ F./!.OP'I (!L/f.P 
JIMMY. No, you can't! (Loudly.) ifoG ~~n.tLanytllliig1 you pay for it. 
Like I have to. Price-
' . 
CLIFF. Price ninepence, obtainable from any bookstall! You're a mean 
old man, that's what you are . 
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JIMMY. What do you want to read it for, anyway< You've no intellect, 
no curiosity. It all just washes over you. Am I right? 
CLIFF. Right. 
JIMMY. What are you, you Welsh trash< 
CLIFF. Nothing,. that's what I am. 
JIMMY. Nothing, are yom Blimey you ought to be Prime Minister. 
You must have been talking to some of my wife's friends. They're 
a very intellectual set, aren't they? I've seen 'em. 
(CLIFF and HEr.ENA carry on with their meal.) 
They all sit around feeling very spiritual, with their mental hands on 
each other's knees, discussingsexasifitwerethe ArtofFugue. Ifyou 
don't want to be an emotional old spinster, just you listen to your 
dad! . 
'(He starts eating. The silent hostility of the two women has set him 
off on the scent1 and· he looks quite cheeiful1 although the occasional1 
thick edge of his voice belies it.) 
You know your trouble, son< Too anxious to please. 
HELENA. Thank heavens somebody is! 
JIMMY. You'll end up like one of those chocolate meringues my wife 
is so fond of My wife-that's the one on the tom-toms behind me. 
Sweet and sticky on the outside, and sink your teeth in it. (Savouring 
every word.) Inside, all white, messy and disgusting. (Offering teapot 
sweetly to HELENA.) Tea? 
HELENA. Thank you. 
(J~MY smiles and pours out a cup &.kher,) 
JIMMY. That's how you'll end up: my boy-black-hearted, evil-
minded and vicious. 
::E:Iirr.ENA (taking cup). Thank you. 
JTh1MY. And those old favourites, your friends and mine: sycophantic, 
phlegmatic, and, of course, top of the bill-pusillanimous. 
HELENA (to ALisoN). Aren't you going to have your tea? 
ALISON. Won't belong. 
JIMMY. Thought of the title for a new song today. It's called "You 
can quit hanging around my counter, Jvlildred, 'cos you'll £nd my 
position is closed". (Turning to ALISON suddenly.) Good? 
ALISON. Oh, very good. · 
JIMMY. Thought you'd like it. If I can slip in a religious angle, it 
should be a big ·hit. (To HELENA.) Don't you think so? I was 
thinking you might help me there. (She doesn 1t reply.) It might help 
you ifi recite the lyrics. Let's see now, it's something like this: 
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SONG* 
I'm so tired. of necking, 
Of pecking, home wrecking, 
. Of empty bed. blues-
Just pass me the booze. 
I'm tired. of being hetero, 
Rather· ride on the metero 
Just pass me the booze. 
This perpetual whoring 
Gets quite dull and. boring 
So avoid. that old. python coil 
And. pass me .the celibate oil. 
You can quit etc. 
(ACT II 
CLIFF. Very goodi boyo. 
JIMMY. Oh, yes, and. I know what l meant to tell you--:-I wrote a poem 
while I was at the market yesterday. If you're interested., which 
you. obviousl; are. era ~ENA-R~ [tJ7?c~4,: ~~p~/' to you, in 
partlcular. Jt s soaked m the theology o!15artte, Wl.Th a good. slosh of 
Eliot as well. It starts off "There are no dry cleaners in Cambodia'' ! 
CLIFF. What do you call it: l. ;' r,·. r_. . .., '(._ • .. u,)··' "·' '--. ' :" t·~·--···.·.· 1•·-rf.•"··''JI .... \t.: • .>e.- •. ,·-~""v 
JIMMY. "The ~ess Pool." Myselfbting a steine'·&opped in it, you see-·· - · 
CLIFF. You should be dropped in it, all right. 
HELENA (to JIMMY). Why do you try so hard to be unpleasant? 
(JIMMY turns very deliberately, delighted that she should rise to the 
bait so soon-he's scarcely in his stride yet.) 
JIMMY. What's that: 
HELENA. Doyouhaveto be so offensive? 
JIMMY. Youmeannow: Youthinkl'm.beingoffensive1 Youunder- , 
. . (T . A ) D ' h ({ ; I " ' 1/1 ( . - . . . . I'·.'·'. 
estunateme. · urmngto LISON. oesnts e: · ·'·1 - "''·:·.~ --··, ••· t ~-~ 
HELENA. I think you're a very tiresome young nian. O:-o: -~ 
(A slight pause as JIMMY's delight catches up with him. He roars 
with laughter.) II)· I1.J.('/! {e///f (1///I/Jl .. r.i ....f/r ... f' 
JIMMY. Oh dear, oh d~! Niy wlfe' s friends! Fass Lady Bracknell the 
cucumber sandwiches, will you: 
(He returns to his meal, but his curiosity about ALrsoN's prepara-
tions at the mirror won't be denied any longer. He turns round casually, 
andspeaks to her.) 
*Music for this song and that on p. 65 obtainable, direct from the Publishers only, 
price 2s. 6d. po~t paid. 
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Going out? 
ALISON. That's right. 
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JIMMY. On a Sunday evening ill this town? Where on earth are you 
goillg? 
ALISON (dj_ng). I'm goillg out with Helena. 
JIMMY. That's:iwtadirection-that'san afllicti._g)l;·.., ~re · VI/IJtJJt/ (ALJ~Q~ cros~est..Q~t!Lua~l~!,.Jltl.d.sits dow.n c. Jfe feansfortvard, and 
addresses her again.) · 
I didn't ask you what was the matter with you. I. asked you where 
you were gomg. 
HEI.ENA (steadily). She's goillg to church. 
(JIMMY had been prepared for some plot, but he is as genuinely sur-
prised by this as CLIFF was a Jew minutes earlier.) · 
JIMMY. You're doillg what? 
(Silence.) 
Have you gone out of your mmd or somethmg? (To HELENA.) 
You're determilled to will her, aren't you? So it's come to this now! 
How feeble can· you get? (His rage mounting within.) When I thllk 
of what I did, what I endured, to get you out-
ALISON (recognizing an onslaught on the ;J»ay, starts to panic). Oh yes, we 
all know what you did for me! You rescued me from the wicked 
clutches of my family, and all my friends! I'd still be rottillg away 
at home, i£ you hadn't ridden up on your charger, and carried me off! 
. (The wild note in ALISON's voice has reassured him. JIMMY's anger 
cools and hardens. His voi~e is quite calm when he speaks.) 
JIMMY. The funny thmg is, you know, I really did have to ride up on a 
white charger-off-white, really. Mummy locked her up ill their 
eight-bedroomed castle, didn't she? There is no linl.it to what the 
middle-class mummy will do ill the holy crusade agaillst ruffians like 
me. Mummy and I took: one qUick look at each other, and, from 
· then on, the age of chivalry was dead. I 'knew that, to protect her 
innocent young, she wouldn't hesitate to cheat, lie, bully and black-
mail. Threatened with me, a young man without money, back-
ground or even looks, she'd bellow like a rhinoceros ill labour-
enough to make every male rhmo for miles turn white, and pledge 
himself to celibacy. But even I underestimated her strength. 
Mummy may look over-fed and a bit flabby on the outside, but 
don't let that well-bred guzzler fool you. Underneath all that, she's 
armour-plated-
(He clutches wildly for something to shock HELENA with.) 
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She's as rough as,~ht ll;-.J,.,~pmb)~bWtt.h#;lflcL as tough as a 
mate lot! s arm. SEe s protablfmfh~t -bloody: Gist~~' taking down 
every word we say. (Kicks cistern.) Can you 'ear me, mothen (Sits 
on it, beats like bongo drums.) Just about get her in there. Let-me give 
you an example of this lady's tactics. You may have noticed that I 
happen to wear my hair rather long. Now, if my wife is honest, or 
concerned enough to explain, she could tell you that this is not due 
to any dark, unnatural instincts I possess, but because (a) I can usually 
think ofbetter things than a haircut to spend two bob on, and (b) I 
prefer long hair. But obvious, innocent explanation didn't appeal to 
Mumniy at all. So she hires detectives to watch me, to see if she 
can't somehow get me into the News of the Wor1d. All so that I shan't 
carry o:ffher daughter on that poor, old charger of mine, all ~~ke,d,x' ~t, 
out and caparisoned in discredited passions and ideals! rli{{ 6-ia grey alu·~ 
mare that actually once led the charge against th~ old order---'--\¥ell, ..).' h.d.. 
she certainly ain't what she used to be. It"'wasall she could! do to -
carry me, but your weight (To ALISON.) was too much for her. She 
just dropped dead on the way. 
CLIFF (quietly). Don't let's brawl, boyo. It won't do any good. 
jiMMY. Why don't we brawl? It's the only thing left I'm any good at. 
CLIFF. Ji.mrp,:y:, boy- . 
jiMMY (to .£i±i0i.l'). You've let~this e.en~cting 1sin jo'9ber w.ip; you 
, , /'a.,~cH~ . 'Lt£,~ . .-.!u; .:;!(((.(. .f:/J.t :Vt~ 
over, haven t you1 Shes got you bac~, asn t slie1 ~,.;:'l':-1_<"'' ;<k.G.,c...e.-
HELENA. Oh for heaven's sake, don't be such a bully! You',;e no right 
totalkabouthermotherlikethat! /~y F.ldc/Y'r cP #..k-/...r-.r/4 
jiMMY (capable of anything now). I've got every right. That old bitch 
should be dead! (To ALiscm.) Well< Aren't I right< 
(CLIFF and HELENA look at ALISON tensely, but she just gazes at 
herplate.) ~,fl/Y..f" FAR.. o/G..e a /f/..../..fulY -
_ I said she's an old bitch, and shoUld be dead! What's the matter with 
- yom Why don't you leap to her defence! 
(CLIFF g§~ up_ quickly, and takes his arm.) 
CLIFF. Jimmy, don't! 
(J~ _ _Eus_MUUm--:-back savagely, and he sits down helplessly, 
turning his head away on to his hand.) 
j1MMY. If somone said something like that about me, she'd react soon 
enough-she'd spring into her well-known lethargy, and say no-
thing! I_say s~e ought to be dead. (He brakegfo;;_gtfJJ.7J_h.JP)j.;t-JaJ/J/r H/YIJ . 
He's savmg h1s strength for the knock-out.) My God, those worms tJ//,1}//.M • 
will need a good dose of salts the clay they get through her! Oh 
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what a belly-ache you've got coming to you, my little wormy 'bnes! 
Alison's mother is on the way! (In wha~ he inteni.J~ a,f9JYJ5Jlcla- · 
matory voice.) She will pass away, my frt'en~ferakg atrauo'{ worms 
gasping for laxatives behind her-from purgatives to purgatory. 
(He smiles down at ALISON, but still she hasn)t broken. CLIFF 
look at them. Only lliLENA looks at him. Denied the other two) he 
addresses her.) .,r'f.A;~ 8.1J(!;td n·tJrlJ!.b 7~B.J...6 
Is anything the matter? 
lliLENA. I feel rather sick, that's all. Sick vvith .contempt and loathing. 
(JIMMY can feel her struggling on the end of his line) and he looks 
at her rather absently.) 
jiMMY. One day, when I'm no long~,~.P.snt<fut.?;P.Jt)J~~J~g a 
sweet-stall, I may write a book about'ti£1 ~f'salrhe!eJ. (Slapping 
his forehead.) Written in :B.ames a mile high. And it won't be recol-
lected in tranquillity, either, picking daffodils with Auntie Words-
worth. It'll be recollected in fire, and blood. My blood. 
fuLENA (thinking patient reasonableness may be worth a try). She simply 
said that she's going to church with me. I don't see why that calls for 
this incredible outburst. 
jiMMY. Don't you? Perhaps you're not as clever a~ I thought. 
lliLENA. You think the world's treated you pretty badly, don't you 1 
ALISON (turning her face aw.~;;,~J.. OJ?. ci9n't try and take his suffering 
away from him-he'd lfe'10St: W1'4io8ttt. 
(JIMMY looks at her in surprise) but he turns back to lliLENA. 
ALISON can have her turn again later,) · 
JIMMY. I thought this play you're touring in finished up on Saturday 
weeb 
lliLENA. That's right. 
jiMMY. Eight days ago, in fact. 
lliLENA. Alison wanted me to stay. 
JIMMY. What are yciu plotting 1 
lliLENA. Don't you think we'v~aJtenough of the heavy villain? 
JIMMY (to ALisoN). YCu de5£.'t b'llfe'vlflhlJ. that stuff. Why you don't 
believe in anything. You're just doing it to be vindictive, aren't 
yom Why-whyareyouletting_herin:B.uenceyou~ethis? f7}/d/1'..1 /#:.tnl/ 
ALisoN (startmg to break). Why, why, why, why! (Puttmg her hands over 
her ears.) That word's pulling my head off! 
JIMMY. And as long as you're around, I'll go on using it. ,.p.s& 
(He crosses down to ~f armchair L., and seats himself on the .lutek-of 
it. He addresses HELENA's back.) 
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The last time she was in a church was when she was married to 
me. I expect that surprises you, doesn't it? It was expediency, pure 
and simple. We were in a hurry, you see. (The comedy ofthis.strikes 
him at once) and he laughs.) Yes, we were actually in a hurry I Lusting 
for the slaughter! Well, the local registrar was a particular pal of 
Daddy's, and we knew he'd spill the beans to the Colonel like a shot. 
So we had to seek out some local vicar who didn't know him quite 
so well. But it was no use. When my best man-a chap I'd met in 
the pub that morning-and I turned up, Mummy and Daddy were 
in the church already. They'd found out at the last moment, and had 
to come to watch the execution carried out. How I remember look-
ip.g down at them, full of beer for breakfast, .and feeling a bit buzzed. 
Mummy was slumped over her pew in a heap..:.:__the.noble, female 
rhino, pole-axed at last! And Daddy sat beside her, upright and un-
afraid, dreamlp.g of his days among the Indian Princes, and unable to 
believe he'd left his horsewhip at home. Just the two of them in that 
empty church-them and me. (Coming out of his remembrance sud-
denly.) I'm not sure what happened after that. We must have been 
married, I suppose. I think I remember being sick in the vestry. (To 
ALisoN.) Was I1 
HELENA. Haven't you finished? 
(JIMMY can smell blood again) and he goes on calmly) cheerfully.) 
JIMMY (to Ar.rsoN). Are you going to let yourself be taken in by this 
saint in Dior's clothing? I _will tell '¥v. u the-simple truth about her. -nu/L. _: 
v€/.5;.6J r 1'' · .1-("~<8- crA2.::n:?:; s:"/J06 .or: ~ . (Articulating with care.) Sne 1s a cow. woul~'t mind. that so much, r--/2-c.#J ·i 
but she seems to h;j.ve be~~co e a sac~e LC.QW as well! •/J -~ ~/. • .,.,. 1-JL/.f"d/if': 
, e/../P'/-' /ikli' .+ (!R &J. -,-<:1 .h'~f C'.-'t'/1/K ~-' I'( ' CLIFF. You ve gone too far, lillilly. ow di)T up., 
HELENA. Oh, let him g~,.~~'d hccf-cl;'-"or:J(u ~1,,,·Jc:U.{t 1 J, .-ofn•c. /11-iiu;;tcf · JIMMY (to CLIFF). I suppo·se yoFre going over to that side as well. Well~ . 
why don't you 1 Helena will help to make it pay off for you. She's . 
an expert in the New Economics-the Economics of the Super-
natural. It's all a simple matter of payments and penalties. (Rises.) 
She's one of those apocalyptic share-pushers who are spreading all 
those rumours about a transfer of power. 
, (His imagin~tion is racing) and the words pour out.). 
Reasori 'and Progress, the' old :6.D:n, is- selling 'out! Every0:1.1e get out 
while the going's good. Those forgotten shares you had in the old 
traditions, the old beliefs are going up-up and up and up-(Moves 
) Th ' · b h p,..,,~..o ... ~~-n~r.d f · up L. ere s gomg to e a c ange over. R new Boar o Drrectors, 
who are going to see that the dividends are always attractive, and 
___________ __;--,;.,.,.'' ~~~,--.c,~~~' ·""""::--------------
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that they go to the right people. (Fadng them.) Sell out everything 
you've got: all those stocks in the old, free inquiry. (Crosses to above 
table.) The Big Crash is coming, you can't escape it, so get in on the 
ground floor with Helena and her friends while there's still· time. 
And there isn't much "of it left. Tell me, what could be more gilt-
edged than the next world1 It's a capital gain, and it's all yours. 
(He moves round the table, back to his chair R.) 
You see, I know Helena and her kind so very well .. In f~»_8cr kind 
h ' fi th Th'T'C/. P~. 6~1 are everyw ere, you can t move or em. ey re a romannc ot. 
They spend their time n;;tostly looking forwar4 to the p,ast. ,The,onlyj• ~· 
1 th · l.q,, f<'t~J!.~Lt~Gt11 GRCll-'/.;)A,{,, Lt\.1)./~cl,V.< lcctc1\1· 'I l!:J cLlctti p ace ey can see the 11gn 1s me .LJarK ges. ;)ne s moveu ong ago 
into a lovely little cottage of the soul, cut right off from the ugly 
problems of the twentieth century altogether. She prefers to be cut 
off from all the conveniences we've fought to get for centuries. 
She'd rather go down to the ecstatic little shed at the bottom of the 
garden to relieve her sense of guilt. Our Helena is. full of ecstatic 
wind-(He leans across the table at her.) Aren't yom (He waits for 
HELENA to reply.) 
HELENA (quite calmly). It's a pity you've been so far away all this time. 
I would probably have slapped your face. 
(They look into each other~ eyes across the table. He moves slowly 
up, above CLIFF, until he is beside her.) 
You've behaved like this everA~e I fi~t came. .4(6/(_ 
jn.1MY. Helen(lf~1~oG-g4fr'watche~ sg£'ie6cfdy a1e1 
(HELEN}., makes_a move to rise.) 
No, don't move away. . 
(HELENA remains seated and looks up at him.) 
It doesn't look dignified enough for you~ 
HELENA (like ice). I£ y,ou CQille an~ nearer, I will slq,~ vourjface. !:/ ",.y c:~/4trr ..,{''fT?,RS: ,/2eR.l5i//t r .c.-CYtJ.k.) "''fl (JIM.MY looks'aown at her, a rm smoutclermg ro nd his mouth: 
JIMMY., I hope you won't make the mistake of thinking for one nioment 
that I am a gentleman. . · 
HELENA. I'm not very likely to do that. . 
jiMMY (bringing his face close to hers). I've no public school scruples about 
hitting girls. (Gently.) If you slap my face-by God, I'll lay you out! 
HELENA. You probably would. You're thetype. 
JIMMY. You bet I'm the type. I'm the type that detests physical vio-
lence. Which is why, if I find some woman trying to cash in on 
what she thinks is my defenceless chivalry by lashing out with her 
frail little fists, J lash back at her. 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT II 
HELENA. Is that meant'to be ~~bcl~,: or just plain Irish? 
JIMMY (his grin widens). I think you and I understand one another all 
right. :Sut you haven't answered my questiqn. I said "Have you 
watched somebody die?" 
HELENA. No, I haven't. . T / _,e,.. /) 
JIMMY. Anyone who's<ieo/er wft4ed so~ebody die is suffering from 
a pretty bad case of virginity. (His go.od. humour of a moment ago deserts 
him> and he begins to remember.) For twelve months, I watched my 
;lf;/.!£Od . father dying-when I was ten years old. He'd come back from the 
.4!.!S&f' + war in Spain, you see. And certain God-fearing gentlemen there 
)< /d tdfd£1JW had made such a mess ofhim, he didn't have long left to live. Every- · 
one knew it-even I knew it. 
(Be'-'!'frrJtres-R.) 
:Sut, you see, I was the only one who cared. (Turns to the window.) 
His family were embarrassed by the whole business. Embarrassed 
and irritated. (Looking out.) As for my mother, all she could think 
about was the fact that she had allied herself to a man who seemed to 
be on the wrong side in all things. My mother was all for being 
associated with minorities, provided they were the Sf!lart, fashionable 
ones. 
(HeJ74Q~'G£7E.-G.-again.) 
We .all of us waited for. him to die. The family sent him a cheque 
every month, and hoped he'd get on with it quietly, without too 
much vulgar fuss. My mother looked after him without complain-
ing, and that was about all. Perhaps she pitied him. I suppose she 
was capable of that. (With a kind of appeal in his voice.) But I was the 
only one who cared! 
(~mm!rssJ-.;::behind_thg ar_m.chair.) 
Every tiine I sat on the edge of his bed, to listen to him talking or 
reading to me, I had to fight back my tears. At the end of twelve 
months, I was a veteran. 
(~d on ·the -back of the ~armchair.) 
All that that feverish failure of a man had to. listen to him was a 
small, frightened boy. I spent hour upon hour in that tiny bedroom. 
He would talk to. me for hours, pouring out all that was left of his 
life to one, lonely, bewildered little boy, who could barely under-
stand half of what he said. All he could feel was the despair and the 
bitterness, the sweet, sickly smell of a dying man. 
(Be-.meves areund the chair:) 
You see, I learnt at an early age what it was to be angry-angry and 
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helpless. And I can never forget it. ~ I knew more about-
love . . . betrayal . . . and death, when I was ten y=s old than 
you will probably ever know all your life. 
(They all sit silently. Presently, HEL:gNA.dses.) 
HELENA. Time we went. 
(ALISON nods.) 
I'll just get my things together. (Crosses to door.) I'll ~ee you down-
stairs. (Exit.) 
(A slight pause.) 
JIMMY (not looking at her, almost whispering). Doesn't it matter to you-
what people do to me? What are you trying to do to me? I've given 
you just everything. Doesn't it mean anything to you? 
(ALISON's back stiffens. His axe-swinging bravado has vanished, 
and his voice crumples in disabled rage;) 
You Judas ! You phlegm! She's taking you with her, and you're 
so bloody feeble, you'll let her do it! 
(ALISON suddenly takes hold of her cup, and hurls it on the floor. 
He's dra~n blood at last. She_1J~.?~~~o~r au~uiec::sp,!J, thef!::~rha~1, 
then at htm. Then she crosses, R.;talees}ridt_a_'tlress 'ot-a nan~ and sltps TI 
it..on._ As she is zipping up the side, she feels giddy, and she has to lr;,c;n· 
against the wardrobe for support. She closes her eyes.) ;..-/ 
ALISON (softly) . .eJ].I wan~s 1a lijle ~eacy1, 0. k.Jlc. JIMMY. Peace! God! s'te wants p~ad l't-H;rd'ly ~e to1get his words out.) 
My heart is so full, I feel ill-and she wants peace! 
(ALISON crosses to the bed to put on her shoes. CLIFF gets up from 
the table, and sits in the armchair. He picks up a paper, and looks at 
that. JIMMY has recovered slightly, and managed to sound almost 
detached.) 
~'rage, and s~out_ my head off, and ev~ryo~t< .tMJ.k.J..,)o~ ~¥J?)~g,:;,y Ch'/9/ R-{ 
what an objectwnable young man! B~ grrl there can twlst 
your arm off with her silence. I've sat in this chair in the dark for 
hours. And, although she knows I'm feeling as I feel now, she's 
turned over, and gone to sleep. (He gets up and faces CLIFF, who 
doesn't look-up from· his-paper;) One of us is crazy. One of us is mean 
and stupid and crazy. Which is it 1 Is it me 1 Is it me, standing here 
like an hysterical girl, hardly able to get my words out 1 Or is it her 1 
Sitting there, putting on her shoes to go out with that-(But inspira-
tion has deserted him by now.) Which is it 1 
(CLIFF is still looking down at his paper.) 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER . [ACT I 
I wish to heaven you'cftt-Y_l~~-g her, th_ at;s all. . . 
nt tL .t1<Jfo <Lu1.~tv<- "" ~\ Vn'"'" . 
. (He moves-lke., wat,c tng ner look~~ or her gloves.) 
\.1//IJ"jil/~ Ptlt. ottJ.C :~17d':. . Perhaps, one day, you may :yvant), t0. come acK. I snal1 Walt for that 
day. I want to stand up in your tears, and splash about in them, and 
sing. I want to be there when yciu grovel. ~want to be there, I want 
to watch it, I want the front seat. · 
(HELENA enters, carrying two prayer books.) 
I want to see your face rubbed in the mud-that's all I can hope for. 
There's nothing else I want any longer. · 
HELENA, (after a moment). There's a phone call for you. 
JIMMY (turning). Well, it can't pe mythin_g gpoq, can it? (He gQ_es_put.) 
HELENA. All ready< X /I/ esliqK- 0,-1- _'JI//)(I'It/1.[' (!ff/-) liZ 
ALISON. Yes-I think so. 
HELENA. You feel all right, don't y~m (ALISON nods.) What's he been 
raving about now 1 Oh, what does it matten IJe rp.akes me want: to 
claw his hair out by the roots. When I tb.Ulk. ~f ~;hat you will be 
going thro:ugh in a few months time-and all for him! It's as if 
. you'd done him wrong! These men! (Turning on CLIFF.) And all the 
time you just sit there, and do nothing ! J A » 
CLIFF (looking up slowly). That's right-Ijust srt here. \"" 0 -
HELENA. What's the matter with you 1 What sort of a man are you 1 "'!J'"t 
CLIFF. I'm not the District Commissioner, you lmow. Listen, Helena, ,,. 
I don't feel like Jimmy does about you, but I'm not exactly on your 
side either. And since you've been here, everything's certainly been 
worse than it's ever been. This has always been a battlefield, but I'm 
pretty certain that ifi hadn't been here, everything would have been 
· over between these two long ago. I've been a-no-man's land 
between them. Sometimes, it's been still and peaceful, no incidents, 
and we've all been reasonably happy. But most of the time, it's 
simply a very narrow strip ofplain hell. But where I come from, 
we're used to brawling and excitement. Perhaps I even enjoy being 
in the thick of it. I love these two people very much. (He looks at her 
steadily, and adds simply.) And I pity all of us. 
HELENA. Are you including me in that? (But she goes on quickly to avoid 
his reply.) I don't understand him, you or any of it. All I lmow is 
that none of you seems to lmow how to behave in a decent, civilized 
way. (In command now.). Listen, Alison-I've· sent your father a 
wrre. 
AiiSON (numbed anivague by now). Oh< 
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(HELENA looks at her, and realizes quickly that everything now will 
have to depend o~ her o~~{~~~F}tY!-:\ ~~:1/'i~~t t~fj~faf7rf~~;~;lrJ 
f.IELENA. Look, dear-hell get 1t :first thing m i:he mcirrung. I thought 
it would be better i:han trying to e2>.'Plain. !be situation over i:he phone. 
I asked him to come up, and fetch you home tomorrow. 
ALISON. What did you say? 
lliLENA. Simply that you wanted to come }lome, and would he come 
upforyou. 
ALISON: I see . 
. lliLENA. ·I knew that would be quite enough. I told him i:here was 
nothing to worry about, so i:hey won't worry and i:hink there's been 
an accident or anything. I had to· do something, dear. (Very gently.) 
You didn't mind, did you I · · • . _ , · 
ALISON. No, I don't mind. Thank you. ( rtl~ '.f .tO 1/&/-.1::: IY.-9) 
lliLENA. And you will go when he comes for you: 
AusoN(pause). Yes. I'llgo. · ,fc, t, c '""~'-·"' -' 2 .<~. I .,10 v\'..'J I 
f.IELENA (relieved). I expect he'll cti:ive up. Be sliould be here about tea-r I _· ;- I' 
time. It'll give you plenty of time to get your things together. And, !a c c-'·' \.- , ;r ,_ 
pe.J;haps, after you've gone-Jimmy (Saying the word almost with (:, ,., ( t p,srr.<71 
dijficulty.) will come to his senses, and face up to things. A ~-n-1 c ..< 'i 
ALISON. Who was on i:he phone? 
f.IELENA. I didn't catch it properly. It rang after I'd sent i:he wire o:ff-
·just as. soon as I put i:he receiver down alm:ost. I had to go back down 
stairs again. Sister somebody, I think. 
ALISON. Must have been a hospital or something. Unless he knows 
someone in a convent-that doesn't seem very likely, does it 1 Well, 
we'll be late, if we don't hurry. (She puts down one of the prayer books 
on the ta~l~) 
<u= ~c_o/G. (Enter JIMMY. He comes D:C., between-the two -women:) 
CLIFF. Ail right, boyo I 
JIMMY (to ALISON). It's Hugh's mum. She's-had a stroke. 
(Slight pause.) 
ALISON. I'm sorry. 
(JIMMY sits on the bed.) 
·.CLIFF. How bad is it? 
JIMMY. ':[hey didn't say much. But I think she's dying. 
CLIFF~ Oh dear ... 
JIMMY (rubbing his fist over his face). It doesn't make any sense at all. Do 
you think it does? 
L.B.A.-D 
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so LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
AnsoN. I'm sorry-I r~Jlill· 
CLIFF. Anything I caf/cfo1 
(ACT II 
JIMMY. The London train goes :in half an hour. You'd better order me 
a taxi: 
CLIFF. Right. (He crosses to-the -door, and stops.) Do you want me to 
come with you, boy 1 
JIMMY. No thanks. After all, you hardly knew her. It's not for you to 
go. 
(HELENA looks quickly at ALISON.) 
She may not even remember me, for all I know. 
CLIFF. '9.K. (Exit.) 
JIMMY. _I~zfP:~:;?-J;,~r1 ~~' ~~;t-t ~e I show~d her your pho:ograph-just 
after we· were roamed. Slie looked at 1t, and the tears JUSt welled up 
:in her eyes, and she said: "But she's so beautiful! She's so beautiful!" 
She kept repeat:ing it as if she couldn't believe it. Sounds a bit simple 
and sentimental when you repeat it. But it was pure gold the way 
she said it. (He looks at AnsoN. She is standing by the dressing-table, her 
back to him.) 
She got a kick out of you, like she, did out of everything else. Hand 
me my shoes, will y~uJ 
1 
~":~.Ju·. \.v' 
(ALisoN'I'~ed.Ldown,and hands them to him.) 
(Looking down at his feet.) You're· com:ing with me, aren't yon1 She 
(He shrugs.) hasn't got anyone _else now. I ... need you ... to 
come with me. 
(He looks into ALISON's eyes, but she turns awa and stands u . 
OytsicJc the church bells start ringi:!Jg. }IELENA moves up to the door, and 
waits, wafi:Pimg them closely. AnsoN stands quite still. JIMMY's eyes 
burning into her. Then she crosses in front of him to the table, where she 
picks up the prayer book, her back to him. She wavers, and seems about to 
say something, but turns u.s. instead, and walks quickly to the door.) 
AusoN (hardly audible). Let's go. 
She goes out, HELENAfol(owing. JIMMY gets up, looks about him 
unbelievingly, and leans against the chest of_~r~1£~rs. The teddy bear 
is close to his face, _and he picks it up gently, looks at it quickly, and 
throw?it D.S. It hits the floor with a thud, and it makes a rattling, 
groaning souf1d_:_as guaranteed in the advertisement. JIMMY falls for-
ward on to the bed, his face buried in the covers. 
QUICK CURTAIN 
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VITAL PRESETS: 
Clothes in Closet 
Clothes on Dresser 
Open Suitcase on Bed. 
Handbag on Buffet 
AT RISE: 
Alison (At Dresser) 
Colonel (At Bureau) 
READY OFF: 
LATER: 
Helena 
Cliff 
Jimmy 
Letter to Jimmy in Alison•s Handbag 
STRIKE: 
.. 
Alison•s Slippers from under Armchair 
Broken Cup from floor 
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SCENE 2 
The following evening. 
'i) IS'~ ,,~. ·~ 
Cu •. :f' 
When the curtain rises, ALISON is discovered L., going from her 
dressing-table to the bed, and packing her things into a suitcase. Sitting 
down L., is her father, COLONEL REDFERN, a large handsome man, 
about sixty. Forty years of being a solilier sometimes conceals the essen-
tially gentle, kindly man underneath. Brought up to command respect, 
he is often slightly withdrawn and uneasy now that he finds himself in a 
world where his authority has lately become less and less unquestionable. 
His wife would relish the present situation, but he is only disturbed and 
bewildered by it. He looks around him, discreetly scrutinizing every-
thing. ~"e;-r ..ro.b CJd. CJ:III'l!/l. h'l .et.JPP67 
COLONEL (partly to himself). I'm afraid. it's all beyond me. I suppose it 
always will be. As for Jimmy-he just speaks a different language · 
from any of us. Where did you say he'd gone: .,-9.1-t.t'O.ff" X /d Dt/i6..JKe£. 
ALisoN. He's gone to see Mrs. Tanner. 
CoLONEL. Who:· 
ALisoN. Hugh Tanner's mother. 
CoLONEL.. Oh, I see. 
ALISON. She's been taken ill-a stroke. Hugh's abroad, as you know, 
--- Jimmy's gone to London to see her. 
(COLONEL nods.) 
He wanted me to go with him. · 
CoLONEL. Didn't she start him off in this sweet-stall business: 
ALISON. Yes. ;( /d 6c:.J> 
CoLONEL. What is she like 1 Nothing like her son, I trust? 
ALISON. Not remotely. Oh-how can you describe her: Rather-
ordinary. What Jimmy insists on calling working-class. A char-
woman who married an actor, worked hard all her life, and spent 
most ofit struggling to support her husband and her son. Jimmy and 
she are very fond of each other. 
CoLONEL. So you didn't go with him: 
ALisoN. No. 
CoLONEL. Who's looking after the sweet-stall: 
ALISON. Cliff. He should be in soon. 
CoLONEL. Oh yes, of course-Cliff. Does he live here, too 1 
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AusoN. Yes. His room is just across the landing. 
COLONEL. Sweet stall. It does seem an extraordinary thing for an 
educated young man to be occupying himself with; Why should he 
want to do that, of al1 things1 I've always thought he must be quite 
clever in his way. ·...- A/)(PJ! 7tJ ,86P 
ALISON (no longer interested in his problem). Oh, Ile tned. so many things: 
journalism, advertising, even vacuum cleaners for a few weeks. He 
seems to have been as happy doing this as anything else. 
COLONEL. I've often wondered what it was hle-where you were liv-
ing, I mean. You didn't tell us very much in your l~ers.17 C?Airp-
ALISON. There wasn't a great deal to tell you. There's not hfucl:i: soClaT' 
life here. 
COLONEL. Oh, I know what you mean. You were afraid of being dis-
loyal to your husband. 
AusoN. Disloyal! (She laughs.) He thought it was high treason of me 
to write to you at all! I used to have to dodge downstairs for the -B6l) 
post, so that he wouldn't see I was getting letters from hom€' EJ'en 
·. 
07'~;'----~ 
'· 
then I had to hide them. 
COLONEL. He really does hate us, doesn't he 1 
ALISON. Oh yes-don't have any doubts about that. Be hates all of us. 
COLONEL (sighs). It seems a great pity. It was all so unfortunate-un-
.. ' ~ 
., 
:.· 
,._. ; 
(;' 
fortunate and unnecessary. I'm afraid I can't help feeling that he 
must have had a certain amount of right on his side. 
ALISON (puzzled by this admission). Right on his side1 
COLONEL. It's a little late to admit it, I know, but your mother and I 
weren't entirely free from blame. I have never said anything-there 
was no point afterwards-but I have always believed that she went 
too far over Jimmy. Of course, she was extremely upset at the 
tirne~we both were-and that explains a good deal of what 
happened. I did my best to stop her, but she was in such a state of 
:mind, there was simply nothing I could do. She seemed to have 
made up her mind that if he was going to marry you, he must be a 
criminal, at the very least. All those inquiries, the private detectives 
-the accusations. I hated every IBPment uf)J:i A . 
ALISON. I suppose she was trying Co p~ct ~"ik~ther heavy-
handed way, admittedly. 
COLONEL. I must confess I find that kind of thing rather horrifying. 
Anyway, I try to think now that it 11e7rJ£-Jt:P$R-ei J.,Qi.dn' t approve 
ofJimmy at all, and I don't supp~ITever sh6Ul~ looking back 
on it, I think it would have been better, for all concerned, if we had 
. 
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never attempted to :interfere. At least, it would have been a little 
more dignified. 
ALISON. It wasn't your fault. 
CoLON.EL. I don't know. We were all to blame, :in our different ways. 
No doubt Jimmy acted :in good faith. He's honest enough, whatever 
else he may be. And your mother-:in her heavy-handed way, as you 
put it-acted :in good faith as welL Perhaps you and I were the ones 
most to blame. (!,l}tJ6PT /JT .R/T&.;oY (l//_,.p/.,12 
ALISON. You and I! 
CoLON.EL I think you may take after me a little, my dear. You like to 
sit on jfe f,;;~p}, 1~5?-Jse ~~s:9~rtapk P-J+Cl wore peaceful. 
ALisoN.. ~itt:lhg iS'fi the fence f?r 1narried him, didn't L 
COLONEL. Oh y~C,s, you did .. 
ALISON. In spite of all the humiliat:ing scenes and the threats! What did 
. you say to me at the time? Wash' t I lett:ing you down, turning 
aga:inst you, how could I do this to you, etcetera? 
CoLON.EL. Perhaps it might have been better if you hadn't written 
letters to us-know:ing how we felt about your husband, and after 
everything that had happened. (He looks at her uncomfortably.) For-
give me, I'm a little confused, what with everything-the telegram, 
driv:ing up here suddenly . . . 
(He trails off rather helplessly. He looks tired. He glances at her 
nervously, a hint of accusation in his eyes, as. if he expected her to de-
fend herselfjurther. She senses this, and is more confused than ever.) 
ALISON. Do you know what he said about Mummy? He said she was 
an. overfed, overprivileged old bitch. "A good blow-out for the 
worms" was his expression, I think. 
CoLON.EL I see. And what does he say about me? 
ALISON. Oh, he doesn't seem to m:ind you so much. ·In fact, I think he 
rather likes you. He likes you because he can feel sorry for you. 
(Conscious that what she says is going to hurt him.) "Poor old Daddy-
just one of those sturdy old plants left over from the Edwardian 
Wilderness. that cari't understand whJp.t):f .s~ i~t shin:ing any 
·more." (Rather lamely.) Somlthll?itffice'fl5'at, ~yw;ry!lJ 
CoLON.EL He has quite a turn of phrase, hasn't he? (Simply,·and without 
malice.) Why did you ever have to meet this young man? 
ALISON. Oh, Daddy, please don't put me on trial now. I've been on. 
trial every day and night of my life for nearly four years. 
CoLON.EL. ·But why should he have married you, feeling a.s he did 
about everything? 
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ALisON. That is the famous American question-you know, the SL'Cty-
four dollar one! Perhaps it was revenge. 
(CoLONEL looks up uncomprehendingly.) 
Oh yes. Some people do actually marry for revenge. People like 
Jimmy, anyway. Or perhaps he should have been another Shelley, 
and can't understand now why I'm not another Mary, and you're 
not William Godwin. He thinks he's got a sort of genius for love 
and friendship-on his own terms. Well, for twenty years I'd lived 
a happy, uncomplicated life, and suddenly, this-this spiritual bar-
barian-throws down the gauntlet at me. Perhaps only another 
woman could understand what a challenge like that means-
:although I think Helena was as mystified as you ~7· . <J ~ . £ v/lo//JJJf/..( 
COLONEL. I am m~stified. (He rises1 and crosses t7ih~R:f Y ~ur (?,.t;;&J/2. 
husband has obV).ously taught you a great deal, whether you realize . 
it or not. What any of it means, I don't know. I always believed that 
people married each other because they weriJ?),&'Yj· ~EJ,~~a~#h'/L 
seemed a good enough reason to me. But apparently, th:at s too 
simple for young people nowadays. They have to talk about chal-
lenges and revenge. I just can't believe that love between men and 
women is really like that. 
ALISON. Only,g~m})~;n,fl"~ 7(9-!P;rf·(;{ tj i'/~,t:~4 . . 
CoLONEL. Buf.:vv:Jiy y;ou? My d.a:ugiiter ... No. Perhaps Junmy 1s 
right. Perhaps I am a-what was it? An old plant left over from the 
Edwardian Wilderness. And I can't understand why the sun isn't 
shining any more. You can see what he means, can't yom It was 
March nineteen-fourteen when I left England, and, apart from leaves 
every ten years or so, I didn't see much of my own country until we 
all came back in 'forty-seven. Oh, I knew things had changed, of 
course. People told you all the time the way it was going-going to 
the dogs, as the Blimps are s~s7i ~p;._cBubi~J.;9JJed very un-
real to me, out iliere. The Englan'crt remembei:ecf was tile one I left 
in nineteen-fourteen, and I was happy to go on remembering it that 
way. Beside, I had the Maharajah's ~~aSP~-thtJ»'.»~ 
world, and I loved it, all of it. At the tnne, 'ftfooh~flke gomg on · 
-for ever. When I think of it now, it seems like a dream. If only it 
could have gone on for ever. Those long, cool evenings up in the 
hills, everything purple and golden. Your mother and I were so 
happy theri. It seemed as though we had everything we could ever 
want. I think ilie last day the sun shone was when that dirty little 
train steamed out of that crowded, suffocating Indian station, and the 
1-
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/1/ .llfi;9fl oF e.~.;,c;-;_. 
battalion band playing for all it was worth. I kriew in my heart it (71//7£ 
was all over then. Everything. /fT ,8h/J 
ALISON. You're hurt because everything lS cnanged. Jiinmy is hurt 
because everything is the same. And neither of you can face it. 
Something's gone wrong somewhere, hasn't it? 
CoLONEL. It looks like it, my dear. 
~-~e..; 
(ALISON picks up the squirrel from the chest of drawers, is about to 
put it in her suitcase, hesitates, and then puts it back. The CoLONEL turns 
and looks at her. She mpves down towards him, her head turned away. 
For a few moments, she seems to be standing on the edge of choice. The 
choice made, her body wheels round suddenly, and she is leaning against 
him, weeping softly.) 
(Presently.) This is a big step you're taking. You've made up 
your mind to come back with me? Is that really what you want I 
(Enter HELENA.) . 
HELENA. I'm sorry. I came in_ to see if I could help you pack, Alison. . 
Oh, you look as though you've finished. X TO R/7{?/1.)::,17 //9 i:J/.·6 
f-(A!:r~o_J:'{_lef!:!!_f!~ .h~rfather, and tn01Jes to the. bed, pushing down the 
lid ofher suitcase.) · 
ALISON. All ready. . 
HELENA. Have you got everything< 
ALISON. Well, no. But Cliff can send the rest on sometime, I expect. 
He should have b~en back by now. Oh, ofc~t;rse, }le's h,ad to pgt " i£ 
the stall away on his own today. X /6 ~tl-1"7'-W P:iJ.-8 #/1/./J;g/je-r . 
COLONEL (cross~ a.wJ jcking up the suitcase). Well, I'd better put this in 
the car tl:fru. W'§ may as well get along. Your mother will be 
worried, I know. I promised her I'd ring her when I got here. She's 
not-very well. 
HELENA. I hope my telegram didn't upset her too much. Perhaps I 
shouldn't have-
CoLONEL. Not at all. We were very grateful that you did. It was very 
kind of you, indeed. She tried to insist on coming with me, but I 
finally managed to talk her out of it. I thought it would be best for 
everyone. What about your case, Helena 1 If you care to tell me 
where it is, I'll take it down with this one. 
HELENA. I'm afraid I shan't be coming tonig:P,t. 
ALISON (very surprised). Aren't you coming with us1 ,..._;..~ 
. (Enter CLIFF.)a ~L' ;;/ /., ,/;(.t .. LC-"(. -/;-ifY.Jt...f:7< 
HELENA. I'd like to, but the fact is I'v~an a~o1i:itrrlennomorrow in 
Birmingham-about a job. They've just sent me a script. It's rather 
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important, and I don't wa11t to miss it. So it looks as though I shall 
have to stay here tonight. . ./\ 
.ALISON. Oh, I see. Rullo, Cliff. l M (!' 
· CLIFF. Rullo there. ' 
ALISON. Daddy-this is Cliff. 
CoLONEL. How do you do, Cliff: 
CLIFF. How do you do, sin 
(Slight pause.) 
CoLONEL. Well, I'd better put this in the car, hadn't I: Don't be long, 
Alison. Good bye, Helena. I expect we sha11 be seeing you again 
soon, ifyou'renot busy. /)Jo.l~ Mil!d//JJ!2; TO ~fi'h'/,e 
. HELENA. Oh, yes, I shall be back m a day or two. 
(CLIFF takes off his jacket.) 
COLONEL. Well, then-goodbye, Cliff. 
CLIFF. Goodbye, sir. 
(The COLONEL goes out. 
You're really going then< 
ALISON. Really going. 
~o/J. ~!Tt#5J»' 1/lfl/'-'4r' 
CLIFF comes;p;.,.J:.. HELENA moves cJ;;H;;' ·// . · 
\:"t,L/'J tltttt :_, 
CLIFF. I should think Jimmy would be back pretty soon. You won't 
wait< 
ALISON. No, Cliff. 
CLIFF. Who's going to tell him: 
HELENA. I can tell him. That is, if I'm here when he comes back. 
CLIFF (quietly). You'll be here. (To ALISON.) Don't you think you 
ought to tell him yourself: 
(.L?,l.ISON hands him an envelope .from her handbag. He takes it.) 
Bit conventional, isn't it< 
ALISON. I'm a conventional girl. 
(CLIFF crosses to ALISON, and puts his arms round her.) 
CLIFF (back over his shoulder, to HELENA). I hope you're right, that's all. 
HELENA. What do you mean: You hope I'm right: 
CLIFF (to ALISON). The place is going to be really cockeyed now. You 
know that, don'tyom 
ALISON. Please, Cliff-
(Ci:,IFF nods. Sh; kisses him.) 
I'll write to you later. 
CLIFF. Goodbye, lovely. 
ALISON. Look after him. 
CLIFF. We'll keep the old nut-house going somehow. 
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(ALISON crosses c., in between the two of them, glances quickly at 
the two armchairs, the papers still left around them from yesterday. 
l:IELBNA kisses her on the cheek, and squeezes her hand.) 
:f:IELBNA. See you soon. 
(ALISON nods, and goes out quickly. CLIFF and :f:I.ELBNA are left 
· looking at each other.) 
Would you like me to make you some tea 1 
·CLIFF. No, thanks. 
}.IBLBNA. Think I might.have some myself, if you don't mind. 
CLIFF. So you're staying1 ~t/ /}R./Jl (}Af/}1~ 
l:I.ELBNA. Just for tonight. Do you object? 
CLIFF. Nothing to do with me. (A~~c.) Of course, he may 
not be back until later on. 
( Sh_e cro_sses L:, .!!!_the window, and lights _a cigarette.) 
l:I.ELBNA. Whatdo you think ~h do;-· P~h~ps he'll look out one of 
his old girl friends. What about this Madeline 1 C:i ur W/// Z!Ote! 
CLIFF. What about her 1 
:f:I.ELBNA. Isn't she supposed to have done a lot for him1 Couldn't he· 
· go back to her 1 
CLIFF. I shouldn't think so. 
:f:I.ELBNA. What happened? 
CLIFF. She was nearly old enough to be his mother. I expect that's. 
something to do with it! Why the hell should I know< 
(For the first time in the play, his good humour has completely 
deserted him. She looks surprised.) . , n ',./.-
. 77Jfl:YI" 
:f:IELBNA. You're his friend, aren't you 1 Anyway, he's not what you'd 
call reticent about himself, is he1 I've never seen so many souls: 
stripped to the waist smce I've been here. . .-f·· J 
(Cl:!lf!I._!ttrns_}3_go.) I.; J.oO<; .... rZ ·1.\ '·'·', !!~ ~·ct·l<i (! 
Aren't you staying 1 . I'A<ctA.Il-
CLIFF. No, I'm not. There was a train in from London about five 
minutes ago. And, just in case he may have been on it, I'm going out_ 
:f:IELBNA. Don't you think you ought to be here when he comes1 
CLIFF. I've had a hard day, and I don't think I want to see anyone hurt 
until I've had something to eat first, and perhaps a few drinks as well_ 
I think I might pick up some nice, pleasant little tart in a milk bar, 
and sneak her in past old mother Drury. Here! (Tossing the letter at 
her.) You give it to him! (Crossing to door.) He's all yours. (At door.) 
And I hope he rams it up your nostrils! (Exit.) 
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(HELENA crosses to th~'JI;'and stubs out her ciga_f!!tt_e: The front 
door downstairs is heard to slam. She moves to the wardr9.~~ cm,ens it idly. 
It is empty) except for one dress) swinging on a harfg;i:: '""5-heg~ over to 
the dressing-table) now cleared but for a framed photograph of JIMMY . 
. Idly) she slams the empty drawers open and shut. She turns u.s. to the 
chest of drawers) picks up the toy bear) and sits on the bed) looking at it. 
She lays her head back on the pillow) still holding the bear. She looks up 
quickly as the door crashes open) and JIMMY enters. He stands looking at 
her) then moves D.c., taking off his raincoat) and throwing it over the 
table. He is almost giddy with anger) and has to steady himself on the chair. 
He looks up.) ro . /J..I:!/lJ (!_f/.1-)/£.. /t'n· ;~.-7'/ .ffC'C:b'/ . 6//, (!1//.J/12. 
JIMMY. That old bastard nearly ran me down m 1llS car!· Now, if he d · 
killed me, that really would have been ironical. And how right and 
fitting that my wife should have been a passenger. A pass~~~r! ~-) 
What's the matter with everybody? (Crossing._.yp_...to-:her.) · cl'#f -J,,(Jt!-, 
practically walked into me, coming out of the house._ He belte~.Jffi. /l · 
the other way, and pretended not to see me. An?'yol"fue C":nf'V<:me "7 
who's not afraid to stay? 
(HELENA hands JIMMY ALrsoN's note. He takes it.) 
Oh, it's one of these, is it? 
(JI_e rips it op:n. H_e reads a Jew lines) a~d c£Jros! ;.~~rtf witiJ.,d!f!Wfef;( h.J 
D1d you wnte this for hen Well, listen to~tltel.!f! (Reai1mg.) 
"My dear-I must get away. I don't suppose you will understand, 
but please try. I need peace so desperately .and, at the moment, I am 
willing to sacrifice everything just for that. I don't know what's go-
ing to happen to us. I know you will be feel,ing wretched and bitter, 
but try to be a little patient with m~ .Dl:.).all,._al-;~'1:~: ~ve a deep, 
loving need of you-Alison." Oh, how cf>~d ~-riSe s~loody wet! 
Deep loving need! That makes me puke! (Crossing to R.) . She 
couldn't say "You rotten bastard! I hate your guts, I'm clearing out, 
and I hope you rot!" No, she has to make a polite, emotional mess 
out of it! (Seeing_the dress in the __ wardrobe, herip_s it out1 and throws it in 
the corner_ U.L:) Deep;Iovmg ne~cr!Jilev5J~.,.egl}Bt,4he was capable 
of being as phoney as that I Wlfat l.S 1hat_:_a ffiie from one of those 
plays you've been in1 What are you doing here anyway? You'd 
better keep out of my way, if you don't want your head kicked in. 
HELENA (calmly). If you'll stop thinking about yourself for one mo-
ment, I'll tell you something I think you ought to know. Your wife 
is going to have a baby. 
(JIMMY just looks at her.) 
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Weill Doesn't that mean anything< Even to you1 
(He is taken aback, but not so much by her news, as by her.) 
]~Y. All right-yes. I ,am SUfp~e~j-g}J,? 3,ou0~t~t, tell me. D1d you honestly exfect7£.e't8'go soggy W-lhe ifuees, and collapse 
with remorse? (Leaning nearer.)· Listen, jf you'll stop breathing your . 
fero¥e wisdom all over me, I'll tell you something:.) don't care. 
(Beginning quietly.) I don't care jf she's going to have a baby. I don't 
care rtit has two heads! (He knows her fingers are itching.) Do I disgust 
yom Well, go on-slap my face. But remember what I told you 
before, will you: For eleven hours, I have been watching someone I 
love very much going through the sordid process of dying. She was 
alone, and I was the only one with her. And when I have to walk 
behind that coffin on Thursday, I'll be on my own again. Because 
that bitch won't even send her a bunch of :flowers-I know! She 
made the great mistake of all her kind. She thought that because 
Hugh's mother was a deprived and ignorant old woman, who said 
all the wrong things in all the wrong places, she couldn't be taken 
seriously; and you think I should be overcome with awe because 
that cruel, stupid girl is going to have a baby! (Anguish in his voice.) 
I cannot believe it!· I can't. (Grabbing her shoulder.) Well, the per-
formance is over. Now leave me alone, and get out, you evil-minded 
little virgin. 
HELENA slaps his face savagely. An expression of horror and dis-
belief floods his face. But it drains away, and all that is left is pain. His 
hand goes up to his head, and a muffled cry of despair escapes from him. 
HELENA tears his hand away and kisses him passionately, drawing him 
down beside her. 
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ACT THREE 
SCENE I 
Several months later. 
A Sunday evening. ALisoN's personal belongings, such as her 
make-up things on the dressing table, for example, have been replaced by 
HELENA's. At rise of Curtain, we find JIMMY and CLIFF sprawled in their 
respedive armchairs, immersed in the Sunday newspapers. Tobacco 
smoke pours.from behind jiMMY's newspaper. HELENA is standing D.L., 
leaning over the ironing-board, a small pile of clothes beside her. She 
looks more attradive than before, for the setting of her face is more re-
laxed. She looks quite smart, but in an unpremeditated, careless way; she 
wears an old shirt of JIMMY's. 
CLIFF. That stinking old pipe! 
(Pause.) 
JIMMY. Shut up. 
CLIFF. Why don't you do something with it? 
JIMMY. Why do I spend half of Sunday reading the papers? 
CLIFF (~icks him without lowering his paper). It stinks! 
JIMMY. So do you, but I'm not singing an aria about it. (Turns to the 
next page.) The dirty ones get more and more wet round the mouth, 
and the posh ones are more pompous than ever. (-Lowering paper and 
waving pipe at HELENA.) Does this bother you? 
HELENA. No. I quite like it. 
JIMMY (to CLIFF). There you are-she likes it! 
(He returns to his paper. CLIFF grunts.) 
Have you read about the grotesque and evil practices going on in 
the Midlands? 
CLIFF. Read about the what? 
JIMMY. Grotesque and evil practices going on in the Midlands. 
CLIFF. No, what about 'em? 
JIMMY. Seems we don't know the old place. It's all in here. Startling 
revelations this week! Pictures, too. Reconstructions of midnight 
invocations to the Coptic goddess of fertility. 
HELENA. Sounds madly depraved. 
JIMMY. Yes, it's rather us, isn't it? My gosh, look at 'em! Snarling 
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SCENE I} LOOK BACK IN ANGER 6r 
themselves silly. Next week a well-known debutante relates how, 
during an evil orgy in MarketHarborough, she killed and drank the 
blood of a white cockerel. Well-I'll bet Fortnums must be doing a 
roaring line in sacrificial cocks! (Thoughtful.) Perhaps that's w}l.at 
Miss Drury does on Sunday evenings. She puts in a stint as evil high 
priestess down at the Y.W.-probably having a workout at this very 
moment. (To HELENA.) You never dabbled in this kind of thing, 
did yom 
HELENA (laughs). Not lately! 
JIMMY. Sounds rather your cup of te~-cup of blood, I should say. (In 
an imitation of a Midlander' s accent.) Well; I mean, it gives you some-
thing to do, doesn't it? After all, it wouldn't do if we was all alike, · 
would it 1 It'd be a funny world if we was all the same, that's what 
I always say! (Resuming in his normal voice.) All I know is that some-
body's been sticking pins into my wax image for years. (Suddenly.) 
Of course: Alison's mother! Every Friday, the wax arrives from 
Harrods, and all through the week-end, she's stabbing away at it with 
· - a hatpin ! Ruined her bridge game, I dare say. 
HELENA. Why don't you try it? 
JIMMY. Yes, it's an idea. (Pointing to CLIFF.) Just for a start, we could 
roast him over the gas stove. Have we got enough shillings for the 
meter? It seems to be just the thing for thest? autumn evenings. 
After all the whole point of a sacrifice is that you give up something 
you never really wanted in the first place. You know what I mean? 
People are doing it around you all the time. They give up their 
careers, say-or their beliefs-or sex. And everyone thinks to them-
selves: how wonderful to be able to do that. If only I were capable 
of doing that! But the truth of it is that they've been kidding them-
selves, and they've been kidding you. It's not awfully difficult-
giving up something you were incapable of ever really wanting. 
We shouldn't be admiring them. We should feel rather sorry for 
them. (Coming back from this sudden, brooding excursion, and turning to 
CLIFF.) I You'll make an admirable sacrifice. 
CLIFF (mumbling). Dry up! I'm trying to read. 
JIMMY. Afterwards, we can make a loving cup from his blood. Can't 
say I fancy that so ~uch. I've seen it-it looks like cochineal, ever so 
common. (To HELENA.) Yours would be much better-pale Cam-
bridge blue, I imagine. No1 And afterwards, we could make in-
. vocations to the Coptic goddess of fertility. Got any idea how you 
'do that? (To CLIFF.) Do you know? 
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CLIFF. ShoUldrllt have thought you needed to make invocations to the 
Coptic whatever-she-is! 
JIMMY. Yes, I see what you mean. (To HELENA.) Well, we doh't want 
to ask for trouble, do we: Perhaps it might appeal to the lady here 
-she's written a long letter all about artificial insemination. It's 
headed: "Haven't we triec\. God's patience enough?' (Throws the . 
paper down.) Let's see the other posh one. 
CLIFF. Haven't finished yet. 
JIMMY. Well, hurry up. I'll have to write and ask them to put hyphens -~f'l".i' 11; ~017L) in between the syllables for you. Tnere s a particularly savage 
correspondence going on in there about whether .Milton wore 
braces or not. I just want to see who gets shot down this week 
CLIFF. Just read that. Don't know what it was about, but a Fellow of 
All Souls seems to have bitten the dust, and the Athenaeum's going 
up in :B.ames, so the Editor declares that this correspondence is now 
closed. 
JIMMY. I think you're actually acquiring yourself a curiosity, my boy. 
Oh yes, and then there's an American professor from Yale or some-
where, who believes that when Shakespeare was writing The 
Tempest1 he changed his sex. Yes, he was obliged to go back to 
Stratford because the other actors couldn't take him seriously any 
longer. This professor chap is coming over here to search for certain 
documents which ·will prove that old W.S. ended up in someone 
else:s second best bed-a certain Warwickshire farmer's, whom he 
married after having three children by him. 
(HELENA laughs. JIMMY looks up quizically.) 
Is anything the matten 
HELENA. No, nothing. I'm only beginning to get used to him. I never 
(This is to CLIFF.) used to be sure when he was being serious, or when 
hewasn't. · 
CLIFF. Don't thmk he knows himself half the time. When in doubt, 
just mark it down as an insult. ~ 'l! IS [.f X .1J k 
JIMMY. Hurry up with that paper, and shut up! What are we going to 
do tonight 1 There isn't even a decent concert on. (To HELENA.) Are 
you going to church: · 
HELENA (rather taken aback). No. I don't think so. Unless you want to. 
JIMMY. Do I detect a growing, satanic glint in her eyes lately: Do you 
think it's living in sin with me that does it! (To HELENA.) Do you 
feelverysinful,mydear! Well! Doyom 
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SCENE 1] LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
(HELENA can hardly believe that th~ is an attack, and she can only 
look at him, uncertain ofherself.) 
Do you feel s:in crawl:ing out of your ears, like stored up "wax or 
something? Are you wonder:ing ·whether I'm joking or not? Per-_ 
haps I ought to wear a red nose and funny hat. I'm just curious, that's 
all. 
(HELENA is shaken by the sudden coldness in his eyes, but before 
she has. time to realize fully how hurt she is, he is smiling at her, and 
shouting cheerfully at CLIFF.) " 
Let's have that paper, stupid! 
CLIFF. Why don't you drop dead? 
JIMMY (to HELENA). Will you be much longer doing that? .. 
HELENA. Nearly finished. __, . Jrlf~OW · .· -
JIMMY. Tal.king of s:in, wasl' t t:hft ~s Diury' s Kever end friend I saw 
you chatting with yesterday: Helena darl:ing, I said "Wasn't that ... " 
HELENA. Yes it was. 
JIMMY. My dear, you don't have to be on the defensive, you know. 
HELENA. I'm not on the defensive. 
JIMMY. After all, there's no reason why we shouldn't have the parson 
to tea up here. Why don't we? Did you fuld that you had much :in 
common? 
lliLENA. Noidgp.'t~o. 
JIMMY. DJyo-l'thir&"ili«some of this spiritual beef-cake would make 
a man of me? Should I go :in for this moral:__]VR_ght lif~ get 
myself some over-developed muscle? I vl?'asallber1T s~y weak-
l:ing. I, too, was afraid to strip down to my soul, but now everyone 
looks at my superb physique :in envy. I can perform any kind of 
press there is 1vithout betraying the least sign of passion or k:indl:iness. 
HELENA. All right Jimmy. 
JIMMY. Two years ago I couldn't even lift up my head-now I have 
more uplift than a film starlet. 
HELENA. Jimmy, can we have one day, just one day, without tumbl:ing 
over religion or politics? 
CLIFF. Yes, change ,thef~d old b_o_y, _ _oJ ;pe down. · 
jiMMY (rising). Th~t-ofthe tide for"i new song today. It's called 
"My mother's :in the madhouse-that's why I'm :in love with you." 
The lyrics are catchy too. I was thinking we might work it into the 
act. 
HELENA. Good idea. 
JIMMY. I was t:hinking we'd scrub Jock and Day, and call ourselves 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT ill 
th. 1 "And. ;f?J.ff:_.J ds . d th . some mg e se. JOcuncCday stan t1ptoe on e m1sty moun-
tain tops." It's too intellectual! Anyway, I shouldn't think people 
_ will want to be reminded of that peculiar nyu' ~a~pr Harvard 
and Yale have :finished ·with him. How abofit 'some f1Jright and 
snappy< I know-what abopt-T. S. Eliot and Pam< 
CLIFF (casually falling in with this familiar music hall routine). Mirth, 
mellerdy and madness! . ,{j/..( 61./· 
JIMMY (sitting at the table R., and ((strumming" it). Bnnging quips and 
strips for you! · 
(They sing together extempore.) : 
"For we may be guilty, darling . . ., .. .: , 
B ' b h . liT" II · ut we re ot msane as we . • ~" · 
(JIMMY stands up, and rattles his. lines off at almost unintelligible TIA5i6S: __ 
speed.) .4:!./S r" ~ ;( PWld/I)JW - (!h/(l:'j/: Mllfi) .,; t.r- C/111/i?. !j ,, 
Ladies and gen1iemen, as I was co~g to the theatre tonight, I was -/61 )))..r . 
passing through the stage door, and a man comes up to me, and 'e ;://It( 
says- /M/J CJi/r~7(!/16'ZJ 7?J -Jl//.)6 
CLIFF. 'ere! Have you seen nobody< .ud!J6€. /M!.JIJ 
JIMMY~ Have I seen who 1 · 
CLIFF. Hav.eyou seen nobody< r}/dt>tJ/11) oT/1{3~ S:/06 
JIMMY. Of course, I haven't seen nobody! Kindly don't waste my 
time! Ladies and gentlemen, a little recitation entitled "She said she 
was called a little Gidding, but ·she was more like a gelding iron!" 
Thank you. "She said she was called little Gidding-" 
CLIFF. Are you quite sure you haven't seen nobody?. 
JIMMY. Are you still here< · 
CLIFF. I'm looking for nobody! 
JIMMY. Will you kindly go away! "She said she was called little 
Gidding-" . 
CLIFF. Well, I can't find nobody anywhere; and I'm supposed to give 
him this case! · 
JIMMY. Will you kindly stop interrupting periease! Can't you see I'm 
trying to entertain these ladies and gentlemen? Who is this nobody 
you're talking about? 
CLIFF. I was told to come here and give this case to nobody. 
JIMMY. You were told to come here and give this case to nobody. 
CLIFF. That's right. And when I gave it to him, nobody would give 
me a shilling. 
JIMMY. And when you gave it to him, nobody would give you a 
shilling. 
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SCENE 1) LOOK BACK IN AN:GER 
CLIFF. That's right. · 
JIMMY. Well, what about it? 
CLIFF. Nobody's not here! 
6s 
JIMMY. Now, let me get this straight: when you say nobody's here, 
you don't mean no body's here 1 
CLIFF. No. 
jiMMY. Youmean-nobody'shere. 
CLIFF. That's right. 
JIMMY. Well, whydidn't-yousayso before? • 
HELENA (not quite sure if this is really her cue). Hey! You down there! 
jiMMY. Oh, it goes on for hours yet, but never mind. What is it, sin 
HELENA (shouting).· I think your sketch stinks! I say-I think your 
sketch stinks ! 
JIMMY. He thinks it stinks. And, who, pray, might you be? 
HELENA. Me? Oh-(With mock modesty.) I'm nobody. 
JIMMY. Then here's your bloody case! 
(He hurls a cushion at her, which hits the ironing-board.) 
HELENA. My ironing-board! 
(The two men do a Flanagan and Allen, moving slowly in step, as 
they half speak, half sing the first two lines, finishing up on the right 
note on which to start their song.) 
~J..·\ .N;ow the~e's a certain little lady, and you all know who I mean? , 
·1• } She may have been to Roedean, but to me she's still a queen. c,wv--cc; ( L • (' · .l 
MUSIC HALL SONG* 
Someday I'm gonna marry her, 
When times are not so bad, 
Her mother doesn't care form~ 
So I'll 'ave to ask 'er dad. 
'"" We'll build a little home for two, 
And have some quiet mlnage. 
We'll send our kids to public school 
And live on bread and marge. 
- Don't be afraid to sleep with your sweetheart, 
Just becos she's better than you. 
Those forgotten middle classes may have fallen on 
th_eir noses, 
But a girl who's true blue, 
*Music for this song and that on p. 40 obtainable, direct from the Publishers only, 
price 2s. 6d. post paid. · _ 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT ill 
Will still have something left for you, 
The angels up above, will know that you're in love 
So don't be afraid to sleep with your sweetheart, 
Just becos she's better than you ... 
(They call me Sidney,) 
Just becos she's better than you. 
(But JIMMY has had enough of this gag by now, and he pushes CLIFF 
away.) 
JIMMY. Your danined great feet! That's the second time you've kicked 
my ankle! It's no good-Hel~na will have to do it. Go on, go and 
make some tea, and we'll decide what we're going to do. 
CLIFF. Make some yourself! (He pushes him back violently, JIMMY loses 
his balance, and falls over.) 
JIMMY. You rough bastard! (He leaps up, and they grapple,Jalling on to 
the floor with a crash. They roll about, grunting and grasping. CLIFF 
manages to kneel on jiMMY's chest.) 
CLIFF (breathing heavily). I want to read the papers! 
JIMMY. You're a savage, a hooligan! You really are'! Do you know 
that: You don't deserve to live in the same house with decent, 
" sensitive people! 
CLIFF. Are you going to dry.up, or do I read the papers down here: 
(JIMMY makes a supre,me dfort, and CLIFF topples to the floor.) 
JIMMY. You've made me wrench my guts! (He pushes the struggling 
CLIFFdown.) l('//'t7£GJY tJIY /OP t!P (i'.J./PP 
CLIFF. Look what you're doing! You're ripping my shirt. Get off! 
JIMMY. Well, what do you want to wear a shirt fon (B,J.~ing.) A tough 
character like you! Now go and make me some tea. 
CLIFF. It's the only clean one I've got. 0~ Y,OlfT bAg oaf! (G~ffjrg~!l_J?._ 
from thefloor, and appealing to HELENA.) Loclcf1'E's1J.ib.Jf!'~"'""(_, 
HELENA. Yes, it is. He's stronger than he looks. If you like to take it 
off now, I'll wash it through for you. It'll be dry by the time we 
want to go out. 
(CLIFF hesitates.) 
HELENA. What's the matter, Cliff: 
CLIFF. Oh, it'll be all right. 
JIMMY. Give it to her, ail.d quit moaning! . , 
CLIFF. oh, all right. (He takes it off, and gives it to her.) Thanks, Helena. 
HELENA (taking it). Right...-!-won'tbe-aJRt}r~.te withjt,. (Exjt.) ~ 
(JIMMY flops into h-1-s armchair.) 
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.ri /T.{ !/( eA!f';- ~ 
JIMMY (amHr{'!1:, -yov)()o~)~e,Marlon, Brando or something. (Slight (l/1171/2. 
pause.fY.oiiaon't care\fOr.H~ena, do yom 
CLIFF. You didn't seem very keen yourself once. (Hesitating, then 
quickly.) It's not the same, is it? 
JIMMY (irritably). No, of course it's not the same, you idiot! It never 
is ! Today' s meal is always different from yesterday's, and the last 
woman isn't the same as the one before. If you can't accept that, 
you're going to be pretty unhappy, my boy. 
CLIFF (sits on the arm of his chair, and rubs his feet). Jimmy-I don't think 
I shall stay here much longer. 
JIMMY (rather casually). Oh, why not? 
CLIFF (picking up his tone). Oh, I don't know. I've just thought of trying 
somewhere different. The sweet-stall's all right, but I think I'd like to 
try something else. You're highly educated, and it suits you, but I 
need something a bit better. 
JIMMY. Just as you like, my dear boy. It's your business, not mine. 
CLIFF. And another thing-! think Helena finds it rather a lot of work 
to do with two chaps about the place. It won't be so much for her if 
there's just the two of you. Anyway, I think I ought to find some 
girl who'lljustlookafterme. 
JIMMY. Sounds like a good idea. Can't think who'd be stupid enough 
to team themselves up with you though. Perhaps Helena can think 
of somebody for you--one ofher posh girl friends with lots of money 
and no brains. That's what you want. 
CLIFF. Something like that. 
jiMMY. Any idea what you're going to do? 
CLIFF. Not much. 
JIMMY. That sounds like you all right! Shouldn't think you'll last :five 
minutes without me to explain the score to you. 
CLIFF (grinning). Don't suppose so. 
JIMMY. You're such a scruffy little beast-I'll bet some respectable little 
madam from Pll:mer or Guildford gobbles you up in six months. 
She'll marry you, send you out to work, and you'll end up as clean 
as anew pin. 
CLIFF (chuckling). Yes, I'm stupid enough for that, too! 
JIMMY (to himself). I seem to spend my life saying goodbye. 
(Slight pause.) 
CLIFF. My feet hurt. 
JIMMY. Try washing your socks. (Slowly.) It's a funny thing. You've 
been loyal, generous and a good friend. But I'm quite prepared to 
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'68 LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT ill 
se~ you wander off, find a new home, and make out on your own. 
And all because of something I want :from. that girl downstairs, 
somethillg I know :in my heart she's :incapable of giv:ing. You're 
worth half a dozen Helen~ to m,e or to anyone. And, if you were ~' 
:in my place, you'd do the same thing. Right: 
CLIFF. Right. &.1-tG;,[ ..;-- X 771 {1,0'/",.t:' 
JIMMY. Why, why, why, why d:6 we let tliese women bleed us to 
death? Have you ever had a letter, and on it is :franked "Please Give 
Your Blood Generously"? Well, the Postmaster-General does that, 
on behalf of all the women of the world. I suppose people of our . 
generation aren't able to die for good causes any longer. We had all 
that done for us, :in the thirties and the forties, when we were still 
kids. (In his familiar, semi-serious mood.) There aren't any good, brave 
causes left. If the big bang does come, and we all get killed- off, it 
won't be :in aid of the old-fashioned, grand design. It'lljust be for 
the Brave New-nothing-very-much-thank-you..LAbout,~.J?.~~tless _ i · ~ 
and :inglorious as stepp:ing :in :front of a bus. ~;ut~~;~ oo~g'li:ft!'"-~ t'%~ .. ( 
for it, me boy, but to let yourself be butchered by the women. . i, 
(Enter HELENA.) ~ 
HELENA. Here you ¥<0]• fli.ff;, (lj..anding him the shirt.) \ 
CLIFF. Oh. th~Wk'f,He1e~a~--.J~ery much. That's decent of you. .-------__:..---
HELENA. Not at all. I should dry it ovei: the gas-the Ere :in your room (} 0 £,.(._£(!r~//!, 
would be better. There won't be much room for it over that stove. 
CLIFF. Ri ht,I will. Crosses to do ox._ t #A? tB 
JIMMY. And hurry up about it, stupid. We'll all go out, and have a 
drink soon. (To HELENA.) O.K.: 
HELENA. O.K. x' ~ JJZT!J~ y-. ,P//IJO'r.{" 2JtJ!dr( /O (].,t..JF;C' 
JIMMY (shouting to CLIFF on his way out). But make me some tea Erst,· 
you mad-cap little Charlie. • . 
)//j)J/JJt/ X. Tc:J /i ~~NA crosses D.L.) 
Darllng, I'm sick of seeillg you behind that damned iron:ing-board! 
HELENA (wryly). Sorry. 
JIMMY. Get yourself glarnmed up, and we'll hit the town. See you've 
put a shroud over Mummy. I thiDk you should have laid a Union 
Jack over it. 
HELENA. Is anything wrong: 
JIMMY. Oh, don't frown like· that-you look like the presid:ing 
magistrate ! 
HELENA. How should I loob . . 
JIMMY. As if your heart stirred a little when you looked at me. 
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HELENA .. Oh; it does that all right. 
JIMMY. Cliff tells me he's leaving us. 
HELENA. I:lwol[ Hetoldmelastn,iffltiJ . F //./.( t?/:1.//JIL . 
JIMMY. DfcfHe: I ifways~s~ t&'".r~· at tfk.e ena: of tile queue when 
they're passing information out. 
HELENA. I'm sorry he's going. 
JIMMY. Yes, so am L He's a ~loppy, irritating bastard, but he's got a big 
heart. You can forgive somebody almost anything for that. He's had 
to learn how to take it, and he knows how to hand it out. Come 
here. 
(He is sitting on the arm of his chair. She crosses to him, and they 
look_ at each other. Then she puts out her hand, and runs it-over his head, 
Jonclling his ear and neck.) · 
Right from that fust night, you have always put out your hand to me 
fust. As if you expected nothing, or worse than nothing, and didn't 
care. You made a good enemy, didn't you? What they call a 
worthy opponent. But then, when people put down their weapons, 
it doesn't mean they've necessarily stopped fighting. 
HELENA (steadily). Ilove you. 
JIMMY- I think perhaps you do. Yes, I think perhaps you do. Perhaps 
it means something to lie with .your victorious general in your arms. 
Especially, when he's heartily sick of the whole campaign, tired out, 
hungry and dry. (His lips fine! her fingers, and he kisses them. She 
presses his head against her.) You stood up, and came out to meet me. 
Oh, Helena-(His face comes up to hers, and they embrace fiercely.) 
Don'tlet anything go wrong! 
HELENA (softly). Oh, my darling-
JIMMY. Either you're with me or against me. 
HELENA. I've always wanted you-always! 
(They kiss again.) 
. JIMMY. T. S. Eliot and Pam, we'll make a good double. If you'll help 
me. I'll close that damned sweet-stall, and we'll sta~ everything from 
scratch. What do you say: We'll get-away from this place. _.. 
HELENA (noclcl'ing happily): I say that's wonderful. X · /.3-G/1//) P /II OJ{ 
JIMMY (kissing her quickly). Put all that junk away, and we'll get out .. !~ tn-
We'll get pleasantly, joyfully tiddly, we'll gaze at each other tenderly "' 
and lecherously in the Builder's Arms, and then we'll come back 
here, and I'll make such love to you, you'll not care about anything 
else at all. 
(:HELENA moves away L.-,- ajter-ki&sing-his-hancl.) 
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70 LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT ill 
HELENA. I'll just change out of yolir old shirt. (Folding ironing-board.) 
JIMMY (moving u.s. to door). Right. I'll hurry up the little man. 
(But before he reaches the door, it opens and ALISON enters. She 
wears a raincoat, her hair is untidy, and she looks rather ill. There is a 
stunned pause.) 
ALISON (quietly). Hullo. 
jiMMY (to HELENA, after a moment). Friend of yours to see you. 
He goes out quickly, and the two women are left looking at each 
other. 
• QUICK CURTAIN 
_.·.u,.<•;' ··~ /""'"~-·~oa... a'f· .. 
ScENE 2 ~--~ •Q. / 
It is a few minutes later. (\ o: ~•~ <( 
. From CLIFF's ~oom, across th: landing, co~es the.so~~j.j.~J~y's 
;azz trumpet. At nse of the curtmn, HELENA ~;!_;;n~ng L. oj(fie table, 
pouring out a cup of tea. ALISON is sitting on th~ ar~chair-R:: She bends 
down and picks up JIMMY's pipe. Then she scoops up a little pile of ash 
from the floor, and drops it in the ashtray on the arm of the chair. 
ALISON. He still smokes this foul old stuff. I used to hate it at first, but 
you get used to it. 
HELENA. Yes. 
ALISON. I went to the pictures last week, and some old man was smok-
ing it in front, a few rows away. I actually got up, and sat right 
behind him. 
HELENA (coming down with cup of tea). Here, have this. It usually seems 
to help. 
ALISON (taking it). Thanks. 
HELENA. Are you sure you feel all right now: /-1,.61, 6/0A X ro l::!J1b(~£1l_. 
ALISON (nods). It was just-oh, everything. It's my ~wn fault-entirely. f.-'0<2.. 
I must be mad, coming here like this. I'm sorry, Helena. CJ ~ 
HELENA. Why should you be sorry-you of all people? 
ALISON. Because it was unfair and cruel of me to come back. I'm 
afraid a sense of timing is one of the things I seem to have learnt from 
Jimmy. But it's something that can be in very bad taste. (Sips her 
tea.) So many times, I've just. managed to stop myself coming here-
right at the last moment. Even today, when I Wynt to the booking 
office at St. Pancras, it was like a charade, and I never believed that I'd 
let myself walk on to that train. And when I was on it, I got into a 
panic. I felt like a criminal. I told myself I'd tum round at the other· 
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end, and come straight back. I couldn't even believe that this place 
existed any more. But once I got here, there was notillng I could do. 
I had to convince myself that everything I remembered about this 
place had really happened to me once. 
(She lowers her cup, and her foot plays with the newspapers on the 
floor.) .#.,c./.£///7 )( r;.; . .f /T..f fi)( (l,J./,£_7.~ ((' (!///J/1!. 
How many times lllt:nese past few months I've tllought of the even-
ings we used to spend here in this room. Suspended and rather re-
mote. You make a good cup of tea. 
HELENA (sitting-I..--ajtahle). SometillngJimmy taught me. 
ALISON (covering her face). Oh, why am I here! You must all wish me a 
thousand miles away! 
HELENA. I don't wish anytillng of the kind. You've more 1ight to be 
herethanL 
ALISON. Oh, Helena, don't bring out the book of rules-
HELENA. You are his wife, aren't yom Whatever I have done, I've 
never been able to forget that fact. You have all the rights-
ALISON. Helena-even I gave up believing in the divine rights of 
marriage long ago. Even before I met Jimmy. They've got some-
thing different now--constitutional monarchy. You are where you 
are by consent. And if you start trying any strong arm stuff, you're 
out. And I'm out. 
HELENA. Is that sometbing you learnt from him? 
ALisoN. Don't make me feel like a blackmailer or something, please! 
I've done sometillng foolish, and rather vulgar in coming here to-
night. I regret it, and I detest myself for doing it. But I did not come 
here in order to gain anytbing. Whatever it was-hysteria or just 
macabre curiosity, I'd certainly no intention of making any kind of 
breach between you and Jimmy. You must believe that. 
HELENA. Oh, I believe it all right. That's why everything seems more 
wrong and terrible than ever. You didn't even reproach me. You 
should have been outraged, but you weren't. (She leans back, as if she 
wanted to draw back from ·herself) I feel so-ashamed. 
ALISON. You talk as though he were sometbing you'd swindled me 
out c:if- . 
HELENA(.fiercely). And you talk as ifhe were a boo~ or some~ you 
pass around to anyone who happens to want 1t for five mmutes. 
What's the matter with you? You sound as though you wer,e qu_ot-
ing him all the time. I thought you told me once you couldn t brmg 
yourself to believe in him. 
. ' .·· \' 
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72 LOOK BACK IN ANGER [ACT III 
ALISON. I don't think I ever believed in your way either. 
HELENA. At least, I still believe in right and wrong! Not even the 
months in this madhouse have stGpped me doing that. Even though 
everything I have done is wrong, at least I have known it was wrong. 
ALISON. You loved him, didn't you? That's what you wrote, and 
told me. 
HELENA. And it was tme. 
ALISON. It was pretty difficult to believe at the time. I couldn't 
understand it. 
HELENA. I could hardly believe it mysel£ 
ALISON. Afterwards, it wasn't quite so difficult. You used to say some 
pretty harsh things about him. Not that I was sorry to hear them-
they were rather comforting then. But you even shocked m.e some-
times. 
HELENA. I suppose I was a little over emphatic. There doesn't seem 
much point in trying to explain everything, does. there? 
ALISON. Notreally. 
lliLEN:A. Do you know-I have discovered what is wrong with 
Jimmy? It's very simple really. He was born out ofhis time. 
ALISON, Yes. I know. 
lliLENA. There's no place for people like that any longer-in sex, oi: 
politics, or anything. That's why he's so futile. Sometimes, when I . 
listen to him, I feel he thinks he's still in the middle of the French 
Revolution. And that's where he ought to be, of course. He doesn't 
know where he is, or where he's going. He'll never do anything, and . 
he'll never amount to anything. 
ALISON. I suppose he's what you'd call an Eminent Victorian. Slightly 
comi<e-in a way ... We seem to have had this conversation before. 
HELENA. Yes, I remember everything you said about him. It horrified 
me. I couldn't believe that you could have married someone like 
that. !fifuson-it' s all over between Jimmy and me. I can see it now. 
I've got to get out. No-listen to me. When I saw you standing 
there tonight, I knew that it was all utterly wrong. That I didn't be-
lieve in any of this, and not Jimmy or you or anyone could make me 
believe otherwise. (Risinx}. How could I have ever thought I could 
get away with it! He wants one world and I want another, and lying 
in that bed won't ever change it! I believe in good and evil, and I 
don't have to apologize for that. It's qui!e a modem, scientific belief 
now, so they tell me. And, by everything I have ever believed in, or 
wanted, what I have been doing is wrong and evil. 
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ALISON. Helena-you're not going to leave bim? 
:HELENA. Yes, I am. (Before ALISON can interrupt, she goes on.) Oh, I'm 
not stepping aside to let you come back. You can do what you like. 
Frankly, I think you'd be a fool-but that's your mvli business.- I 
think I've given you enough advice . 
ALISON. Buthe-he'llhaveno one. 
:HELENA. Oh, my dear, he'll find somebody. He'll probably hold 
court here like one of the Renaiss::-nce popes. Oh, I know I'm throw-
ing the book of rules at you, as you call it, but, believe me, you're 
never going to be happy without it. I tried throwing it away all 
these months, but I know now it just doesn't work. When you came 
in at that door, ill and tired and hurt, it was all over for me. You see 
-I didn't know about the baby. It was such a shock. It's like a 
judgement on us. 
ALISON. You saw me, and I had to tell you what had happened: I lost 
the child. It's a simple fact. There is no judgement, there's l).o 
blame-
H'ELENA. Maybe not. But I feel it just the same. 
ALrsoN. But don't you see? It isn' tlogical! 
:HELENA. No, it isn't. (Calmly.) But I know it's right. 
The tmm et ets louder. 
ALisoN. Helena--:- Going to You mustn't leave hiin:- He needs 
you, I know he rieeds you-
H'ELENA. Do you think so? 
ALISON. Maybe you're not the right one for him-we're neither of us 
right- !5-i·.--2 
HELENA (moving u.s.). Oh, why doesn't he stop that c4mnednoise! 
ALISON. He wants something quite different from us. What it is 
exactly I don't know-a kind of cross between·· a mother and a Greek 
courtesan, a henchwoman, a mixture of Cleopatra and Boswell. But 
give bim a little longer- . 
HELENA (wrenching the door open). Please! Will you stop that. I can't 
think! 
(There is a slight pause, and the trumpet goes on. She puts her 
hands to her head.) 
Jimmy, for God's sake! 
(It stops.) 
Jimmy, I want to speak to you. 
JIMMY(off). Isyourfriendstill withyom ·.A.M',; """·J- A ..... 1 If' ,f) 
:HELENA. Oh, don't bean idiot, and{'ofif~iirb.'er['f /"'.- L~ll--r -" (.14/1/A..., 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
ALISON (rising). He doesn't want to see me. d F 1]/-1.171 A_ , 
H:ELENA. Stay where you are, and don't be silly. I'm sorry. It worr't · 
be very pleasant, but I've made up my mind to go, and I've got to 
tell him now . 
. 1-1- ~ X N/.. _ (Enter JIMMY.) .tW {:_.<.!Pr~{{ ~1/rJ/12 
J JIMMY. Is this another of your dark plots1 (He lookS at ALisON.) Hadn't 
she better sit down1 She looks a bit ghastly. 
H:ELENA. I'm so sorry, dear. Would you like some more tea, or an 
aspirin or something 1 
(ALISON shakes her head, and ~§_}1_10. can't look at either of them.) 
(To JIMMY, iheolaau1horHJ returning.) It's not very surprising, is it1 
She's been very ill, she's- . 
JIMMY (quietly). You don't have to draw a diagr:un for me-I cw_ see 
what's happened to her. 
HELENA. Anddoesn'titmeananythingtoyou1 A.d.'/(·: /2.6oP) r,q~ 
JIMMY. I don't exactly relisli tb:e idea of ftybge tiem~ M; or in pain. It 
was my child, too, you know. But-(He shrugs.) It isn't my fust 
loss. 
ALisoN (on her breath). It was mine. 
(JIMMY glances at her, but turns back to H:ELENA quickly.) 
JIMMY. What are you looking so solemn about1 What's she doing 
here1 
ALISON. I'm sorry, I'm- (Presses her hand over her mouth.) 
(H:ELENA crosses to JIMMY, c., and grasps his hand.) 
HELENA. Don't, please. Can't you see the condition she's in1 She's 
done nothing, she's said nothing, none of it's her fault. 
Uimmy takes his hand away, and moves awny a-little D;s.1 
JIMMY. What isn't her fault 1 
HELENA. Jimmy-I don't want a bra-wl, so please-
JIMMY. Let's hear it, shall we1 
HELENA. Very well. I'm going downstairs to ·pack my things. If I 
hurry, I shall just catch the seven-fifteen to London. 
(They both look at him, but he simply leans forward against the 
table, not looking at either of them.) 
This is not Alison's doing_:_you must understand that. It's my own 
decision entirely. In fact, she's just been try:irig to talk me out of it. 
It's just that suddenly, tonight, I see what I have really known all 
along. That you can't be happy when what you're doing is wrong, 
or is hurting someone else. I suppose it could ne;ver have worked, 
anyway, but I do love you, Jimmy. I shall never love anyone as I 
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have loved you. (Turns away L.) But I can't go on. (Passionately and 
sincerely.) I can't take part-in all this suffering. I can't! 
(She appeals to him for some reaction, but he only looks down at the 
table, and nods. HELENA recovers, and makes an tiffort to regain 
authority.) X /b H/-.!..fCJ/0/ 
(Tq_ .ALISON.) You probably won't feel up to making that journey 
again tonight, but we can £x you up at an hotel before I go. There's 
about a half an hour. I'll just make it. 
(She turns up to the door, but JIMMY's voice stops her.) . 
JIMMY (in a low, resigned voice). They all want to escape from the pain I 
ofbeing alive. And, most o~ all,_ fro~ love. (Gr.osseSctocthe.c.dressing- j .. 
-talfle:) _I alwa"!s kn:w some~g like this would turn up-some ~r~Y...._.r~~~./ 
lem, like an ill wife-and 1t would be too much for those delica'tt:> 
hot-house feelings of yours. 
(He sweeps up HEL~NA' s things from the dressing-table, and crosses 
over to the wardrobe. Q Outside, the church bells.~tart ringing..,.;-~-==·=------'"""'. 
It's no good trying to fool yourself about love. You can't fall into it 
life a soft job, without dirtying up your hands. (Hands her the make-
up things, which she takes. He opens the wardrobe.) It takes muscle and 
guts. And if you ca!).'t bear the thought- (Takes out a dress on a 
hanger.) of messing up your nice, clean soul-(Cross5% ha~ toJE.Jes- 7'l ,.J 
you'd better give up the whok idea oflife, and b#o~e a '{ain~S"~{P"uts CJ 
the dress in her arms.) because you'll never make it as a human being . 
It's either this world or the next. 
(ffEL:ENA looks at him for a moment, and then goes out quickly. He is 
shaken, .and he avoids ALisoN's eyes, crossing to the window. He rests 
against it, then bangs his fist against the frame.) 
those bells! .. -
s are growing around them. JIMMY stands, __ ..... __ 
agaitJsf the window-pane. ALISON is huddled forWiircllnrlieaiinchair R. 
Presetitljl, she breaks the stillness, and rises to above the table.) 
ALISON. I'm ... sorry. I'llgonow. 
(She starts to move u.s. q:Jut his vgice pulls 1;9_1-!P·) · 
JIMMY. You n~.Jg-r e':..T~if: s-igrn~in,&fl@twei:f'tovth~ fulier~. Not.:.....a little 
bunch of Bowers. You had to deny me that, too, didn't yom 
(She starts to move, but again he speaks.) 
The injustice of it is almost perfect! · The wrong people going 
hungry, the wrong people being loved, the wrong people dying! 
(She moves to the gas stove. He turns to face her.) 
Was I really \Vrong to believe that there's a-a kind of-burning 
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LOOK BACK IN ANGER (ACT ill 
virility of rn.ind and spirit that looks for something as powerful as 
1 
• itself: The heaviest, strongest creatures in this world seem to be the , 
loneliest. Like the old bear, following his o:wn,bref}:th in~e dark,_....,.., .:n c. : 
fi Th ' k h d .H».sor''~ ,_~_rc; r-.17'6'/9.-~~ /?Je;L..- ' orest. ere s no warm pac , no er to comtort illlil. Tnat vmce · · . 
that cries out doesn't have to be a weakling's does it 1 · . 
\., i,. ((;J!l,, ! ~ 1 / "D: (He moves in a little.) ·\ 
D_Q_you rem_e.gib_~~:ifflr[~IJightJ_saw. you at.J:l:lat_ grisly party:-
y ou didn't really notice me, but I was watching you all the evening. 
'Y;u seemed tOliaVeawol.iCierful relaxation of spirit. I knew that 
was what I wanted. You've got to be really brawny to have that 
kind of strength-the strength to relax. It was only after we were 
married that I discovered that it wasn't relaxation at all. In o):"der to 
relax, you've fust got to sweat your guts out. And, as far as you 
were concerned, you'd never had a hair out of place, or a bead of 
sweatanywhere. · 
(A cry escapes from ALisoN, and her fist flies to her mouth. She 
moves down to below the table) leaning on it.) 
I may be a lost cause, but I thought if you loved me, it needn't matter. 
(She is crying silently. He moves down to }ace her.) 'K 
ALrsoN. It doesn't matter! I was wrong, I was wrong! I don't want 
to be neutral, I don't want to be a saint. I want to be a lost cause. I 
want to beco~u~~andfu~~_,kt OF v//11/>;.f/<r /JR/J!(!///J/.R (All JIMMY can {fa 1s watch her helplessly. Her voice takes on a 
.little strength) and rises.) 
Don't7ou un~erstand; It's gone! It's gone! .That-that helpless 
human being inside my body. I thought it was so safe, and secure in 
there. Nothing could take it from me. It was rn.ine, my responsibi-
lity. But it's lost. 
($hes}id.es do1JltL..against the Jeg ofthe ta.ble ta the.jloor.) 
All I wanted was to die. I never knew what it was like. I didn't 
b1ow it could be like that! I was in pain, and all I could think of was 
you, and what I'd lost. (Scarcely able to speak.) I thought, if Q~~ 
if only he could see me now, so stupid, and ugly and rich~o(s:~s 
is what he's been longing for me to feeL· This is what he wants to 
splash about in! I'm in the fue, and I'm burning, and all I want is to 
die! It's cost him his child, and any others I might have had! But 
what does it matter: This is what he wanted from me! 
(She raises her face to him.) 
Don't you see! I'm in the mud atlast! I'm grovelling! I'm crawl-
ing! Oh, God-! 
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(She collapses at JIMMY's feet. He stands, frozen for a moment, 
then %e bends down and takes her shaking body in his arms. He shakes 
his head,an4 whisJms.) · · · · ·· · 
JIMMY~-Don't. Please don't ... I can't-
(ALISON gasps for her breath against him.) 
You're all right. You're all right now. Please, I- I ... Not any 
more ... 
(She relaxes suddenly. He lo~ks down at her, full-of fatigue, and 
s~ys with a kind of:nocking, ten!er irony.) .;-0 <J67//~/l- ,a11 ' F,Nfcr~ /.fife·-· f;U) 
Well be together m our bears cave, and our sqwrrel s drey, and ;)-/Utltr//lf//fJ : 
we'll live on honey, and nuts-lots and lots ·of nuts. And we'll sing · 
songs about ourselves-about warm trees and snug caves, and lying 
in the sun. And you'll keep those big eyes on my fur, and help me 
keep my claws in order, because I'm a bit of a soppy, scruffY sort of a 
bear. And I'll see that you keep that sleek, bushy tail glistening as it . 
should, because you're a very beautiful squirre~ but you're none too 
bright either, so we've got to be careful. There are cruel steel traps 
lying about everywhere, just waiting for rather mad, slightly satanic, 
and very timid little animals. Right 1 
(.ALISON nods.) 
(Pathetically.) Poor squirrels! 
ALISON (with the same comic emphasis). Poor bears! (She laughs a little. 
Then looks at him very tenderly, and adds very, very softly.) .Oh, poor, 
poor bears! 
Slides her arms around him. 
C'URTAIN 
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PLOTS 
"LOOK BACK IN ANGER" 
BASIC LIGHT PLOT: 
Act One: 
Early evening in April 
Act Two: 
Scene 1: 
Daylight coming from two small US windows 
which are at the bottom of a ceiling which 
slopes sharply from L to R. 
Two li~t bulbs hanging from wire with 
green poolroom11 shields on them. One is 
in the kitchen; another, in the living room. 
Although they may not be used in Act One, 
they might serve a purpose in later acts. 
Check on this to avoid extra electrical 
work. (Are they practical?) 
Bracket lamp above Alison's dressing table. 
Again, check should be made as to the 
practicality of this lamp. 
Late afternoon of a hot day. 
Daylight from windows. 
Act Two: 
Scene 2: 
Evening 
Act Three: 
Scene l 
Hanging light in living room 
Bracket light in Alison's section 
Moonlight from outside 
Sunday evening 
Window provides light 
Act Three: 
Scene 2 
Same as 31 
Same as 31 
I 
11 LOOK BACK IN ANGERn 
SPECIAL EFFECTS: 
Act One: 
Begins to rain. (.Sound, lights, actual effect) 
Radio- Vaughan Williams concert. (Symphony in E 
Minor. Published by Medlico. Lasts three minutes) 
Church bells. (Live or recorded sound) 
Act Two: 
Scene 1: 
Jazz trumpet from Cliff 1 s room across hall 
(Live or recorded sound) 
Act Two: 
Scene Two: 
Front door slam downstairs 
Act Three: 
Scene 1 
Nothing 
Act Three: 
.Scene 2 
Jimmy's Jazz Trumpet 
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,Sttane Two . 
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Act One 
Cue #2 
Act Two 
Seene One 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
LOOK BACK IN ANGER , ,, 
CUE SHEET FOR TAPED SOUND 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS CONOERl' ON .• 
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS CONCERT OFF. 
Cue #3 (Before curtain, house at half) LOUD INTERMITTENT BURSTS 
OF TRUMPET. 
Cue #4 
Act Two 
Scene Two 
Act ~ee 
Scene Omr 
Act Three 
Scene Tw0 
Cue# 5 
TRUMPET ON .• 
(LoweF volume at rise of 
soene ewtain.. 
I shall give 1b1!1Dlps I and 
place to cut soud. ) 
(Gradually solw build to crescendo and then fade.. 
I shall give rise and fall of sound byword) 
(From fall of curtain, of 31, continued into .32) , 
FURIOUS TRUMPET ON., 
(I shall give Jbumpf! 1 ) 
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To: ].1r. John Las ell 
From: Stage Manager 
Subject: Readings: Look Back In Anger 
THE FOLLOWING IS A COMPLETE BREAKDOWN OF THE READINGS 
HELD ON FRIDAY (25), SATURDAY (26), AND MONDAY (28): 
Number of persons who read on Friday ............• ~t? 
Number of persons who read on Saturday ........ ... ~a6 
Number of persons who read on Monday •...........• ~ 
Total •..........•. . u 
Number of Freshman contributing to total ......... d 
Number of Sophomores contributing to total .••...• ~~· 
Number of Juniors contributing to total ••..... ..• ~cf 
Number of Seniors contributing to total ••.......• ~ 
Number of Graduate Students contributing •....... ~ 
Number of those without classification ........... ~· 
Number of hours spent in reading on Friday ••...•• ~ 
Number of hours spent on reading on Saturday •... -;;;:{£ 
Number of hours spent on reading on Monday •..... b( 
Total hours spent on readings ••. ~ 
~t·· 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
To: Mr. Gordon Dodge 
-
From: Stage Il[anager 
Subject: Props: Look Back In Anger 
THE FOLLOWING IS THE MOST COMPLETE LIST AVAILABLE OF 
PROPS NEEDED FOR THE GRADUATE PRODUCTION OF.LOOK BACK 
IN ANGER TO BE PRESENTED AT THE BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
THEATRE NOVEMBER 25 AND 26 : . . 
SET PROPS 
l Double bed 
l Gas cooker 
2 Collapsible tables 
1 Dressing table 
1 Stool 
1 Chest of drawers 
4 Wooden kitchen chairs 
2 Shabby leather chairs 
1 Ironing board 
1 Small worn rug 
SJYf.ALL PROPS 
1 Tattered teddy bear 
1 Soft, woolly sqtilrrel 
1 Bedspread 
2 Pillows plus pillow cases 
1 Blanket 
3 Cushions 
l Clothesline 
1 Pair nylons 
1 Pair socks 
British newspapers and magazines 
Books 
1 Iron 
l Table cloth 
1 Radio 
1 Potted plant 
1 Pipe 
5 Cups and saucers 
1 Kettle 
1 Wicker hamper basket 
Clean clothes in need of ironing 
1 British dictionary 
1 Scissors 
l Gauze bandage 
1· Black handbag 
~-·· 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
Mr. Gordon Dodge 
Stage Manager 
Props: Look Back In Anger 
SMALL PROPS 
4 Suitcases 
l Lipstick, cream, foundation, perfume 
Powder, comb, brush, hand mirror, 
Bobbie pins, lace covering for·dresser top 
l Vinegar, olive oil, mustard, ketchup, salt 
and pepper shakers, milk, lux, tide, coca 
cola, jam 
l Cutlery holder 
3 Pans 
7 Plates 
Knives, forks, spoons 
l Salad bowl 
l Salad tossers 
7 Glasses 
10 Clothes hangers 
l Trumpet 
6 Soup bowls 
2 Prayer books 
l Framed photograph 
2 Wall mirrors 
4 Ash trays 
l Broom 
l Dust brush 
l Dust pan 
2 Bracket light fixtures 
2 Hanging light bulbs with tin lamp shade 
MISCELLANEOUS 
l Cistern 
3 Shelves 
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To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
¥.lr'. John Las ell 
Stage Manager 
Look Back In Anger Script Breakdown 
ACT ONE 
( BEG INS PAGE 7 ) 
Jimmy 
Cliff 
Alison 
(Present from start-
(Present from start-
(Present from start-
leaves p21, returns p24 neg) 
leaves p26, returns p28 neg) 
leaves p28, returns p29 neg) 
(Neither Colonel nor Helena needed) 
(CURTAIN PAGE 30) 
ACT TWO, SCENE ONE 
(BEGINS PAGE 31) 
(Present from start-
(Present from start-
Alison 
Helena 
Cliff 
Jimmy 
( 
( 
enters p38 
enters p38 
(Colonel not needed) 
(CURTAIN PAGE 50) 
ACT TWO, SCENE TWO 
(BEGINS PAGE 51) 
Alison (Present 
Colonel Redfern (Present 
Helena ( 
Oliff ( 
from start-
from start-
Enters 
Enters 
' P55 
P55 
Jimmy ~( Enters p 58 (Jimmy 
ACT THREE I SCENE ONE 
(BEGINS PAGE 60) 
could be done without) 
exits 
exits 
exits 
P57) 
p56) 
P57) 
Helena(Present from start-
Jimmy teresent from start-
Cliff (Present from start-
Alison( ' 
exits p68) 
Enters p60 
(Neither Colonel nor Alison are needed) 
(CURTAIN PAGE 70) 
) 
-Yf~ 
';£ 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
ACT THREE t SCENE TWO 
(BEGINS PAGE 70). 
-
,.:· :' 
Helena 
Alison 
Jimmy 
(Present from start-
(Present from start-
exits P75) 
( Enters P74 
(Neither Colonel nor Cliff neeaea) 
(CURTJ~.IN PAGE 74) 
·To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
Mr. Gordon Dodge 
Stage Manager 
Props : Look Back In Anger 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS LISTED ARE FELT TO BE INDISPENSABLE 
BY MR. LASELL AND MYSELF. IT WOULD BE GREATLY 
APPRECIATED IF THESE PROPS, OR THEIR LIKE, COULD BE 
SUPPLIED FOR REHEARSAL USE NO LATER THAN FRIDAY, OCTOBER 
31 .. 
1 Dressing Table 
1 Stool for dressing table 
2 Callapsible tables 
1 Ironing board 
1 Iron 
1 Wicker hamper basket with old clothes 
1 Chest of drawers 
YOD"R HELP IS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGED. 
THANKS. 
Jack Eyer 
S.M. 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
1' '· 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
NOTICES POSTED CONCERNING THE 
GRADUATE PRODUCTION OF JOHN 
OSBORNE'S PLAY, LOOK BACK IN 
ANGER. 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
•. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
All Drama Students 
Stage :Manager 
Graduate Production Advance Notice 
LOOK BACK IN ANGER, a new play by John Osborn~, 
twent~-seven year old English dream-smasher, 
will be produced sometime immediately following 
the first opera- in the week before Thanksgiving, 
that is. 
A five character play: 
Jimmy Porter 
Alison Porter 
Oliff Lewis 
Helena Charles 
Colonel Redfern 
"A tornado of venemous phrases •.• 
Already a 1hero 1 in contemporary 
my tho logy ••• 11 
His wife 
Friend of the Porters 
Actress friend of Alison 
Alison t s father 
The four main characters are our contemporaries, 
mid-twenties; the Colonel (fine, quiet, 2nd Act Scene) 
should be done by someone like Jack Livesey, who cur-
rently is in the NY production which opened at the 
Lyceum on October first. 
We have four weeks to rehearse. Advance discussion of 
readings would be welcome. The script may be found at 
Bakerts, or in room llO at the Theatre . 
JOHN LASELL 
DIRECTOR 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
STAGE MANAGER 
CASTING: LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE BEEN CAST IN LOOK BACK IN 
ANGER : 
JIMMY PORTER ........ JUDGE SPRINGER 
CLIFF LEWIS .......• ROBERT LEVY 
ALISON PORTER .....•. ¥ffiRY COLE 
HELENA •............• IRENE NIKOLSKIS 
COLONEL ............ DAVE COOK 
THIS CASTING IS COMPLETE AND FINAL. 
THANKS TO ALL THOSE WHO AUDITIONED. 
John Lasell 
Director 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
• 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
NEH.BERS OF ALL CRE':-JS FOR LOOK BACK IN ANGER 
STAGE I•IANAGER 
vlORK SCHEDULE 
THURSDAY 
REPORT TO HAIN STAGE AT ONE (OR AS SOON THEREAFTER) FOR DUTY 
UNTIL 7. BOYS 1'JILL REPORT BACK TO HAIN STAGE AT lO P .N. 
FRIDAY 
CRE\'lS 1-JILL REPORT TO THEATRE AT 3. 
SATURDAY 
CRNdS HILL REPORT TO THEATRE AT 9 A.M. 
SUNDAY 
CREHS ~'liLL REPORT TO THEATRE AT l2. 
NO EXCUSES ~·JILL BE ACCEPTED FOR Fli.ILURE TO REPORT FOR THESE CALLS! 
Crew Hembers! 
Keith Holzman 
lrichael Greenberg 
Virgil Johnson 
Franklin Keyser 
Peter Donnelly 
Barbara Karol 
Katherine Dunham 
Marilyn Dexheimer 
Symma Hinston 
Silvana Simoni 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
To: Cast: Look Back In Anger 
From: Stage Hanager 
Subject: Dressing Room Assignments 
l1a.ry Cole 
Irene Nikolskis 
Judge Springer 
Robert Levy 
David Cook 
)- Room 4 
)- Room 4 
)- Room 3 
)- Room 3 
)-... :Room 3 
Dressing Rooms will be open and available to Company 
at 3PM on Frid~y until late Tuesday night. 
Costumes may 'be hung in dressing rooms at any trbne. 
It is advised that they be placed there as soon as possible. 
Valuables should be given to Assistant Stage Hanager 
during calls. At no time should valuables be left in the dressing 
room. 
Half hour is'called at 3 for the afternoon performance 
and at S for the evening show. 
• ••••••• Bears and Squirrels 
are marvelous 
To: 
From: 
Subject: 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
SFA 
JOHN W. LASELL 
Budget: Look Back In Anger 
Scripts 
;:.;Sou..Tld: 
Tape 
*" .. ·~·······"*····~··· Recording .. ~ : ~ . : ~ •. : •. ~ .•. : : ~ 
Rental ........... ~ .~ . , ........ . 
GGels 
Props: 
Furniture Rental ••••••••••• 
Hat • 11 ••• i' 4 '* * .. • ...... ., • fl • tlo • <it 
Teaster : ~ ~ : ~ ~ .. : ~ ......... ~ : 
Gauze ._. ••••• i# ..... {JG ... 4.#••• 
Food and Papers ••••····~··· 
TOTAL 
SFA OWES JtiL $ 22.25 
$ 6.25 
$22:25 
$ 3~00 
$ 8.00 
$ l2~00 
~~ l:OO 
$ :50 
$ ~50 
$ 3.25 
$ u.oo 
SFA OWES JACK SULLIVAN ~~ 8.00 
DECEMBER l, l957 
(Paid by SF A) 
(Cash Paid by JWL) 
(Cash Paid by J1VL) 
(Owed to Jack Sullivan) 
(Paid by SFA) 
(Cash Paid by JirJL) 
(Cash Paid by JVJL) 
(Cash Paid by cTIVL) 
(Cash Paid by JtiL) 
(Cash Paid by J11)L) 
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Look Back In Anger, by Jqhn Osborne, was preduced on 
November 25, 26, 19.57 at .the .University Theatre as 
partial requirement for the M.F.A. degree by·John 
Lasell. 
Look Back In Anger.was chosen as a thesis production 
first because the material was brand..;new, a challenge, 
and secondly because it seemed to be an actors' play, 
rather than a staging problem for the director. This 
evaluation report is hopelessly subjective. It should 
ideally be in outline·forni.·with aims and accomplish-
ments balanced in order and importance. The lessons 
learned, he.wever, .were so many, deep,. and hard,' that 
what follows seems the only way t6 relate them at the 
moment. · 
For the record, we had 23 days of rehearsal, reading 
2 days, blocking 5', re-working two weeks, the second week 
on the main.stage as the scenery, props, lights were 
added. With full co-operation from cast and crew(well-
organized.by Jack Byer, S.M.), expert decor job by 
Dom Poleo(set) and·Mike Gardiner(lights), and closed 
rehearsals, any faults in the production viere the 
director's. The. major director's problems to discuss 
are interpretation, variety, realism as a style of 
production, and. thea.tricalization. 
The most basic lack was a clear-cut point-of-view, 
an idea about Osborne's 1 simple 1people-. If the three 
main characters are beat, gone, in a true and theatrically 
exciting way, then the play lives. Our presentation, 
or jt:tst doing it, was much too vague, since an American 
audience has difficulty 1;\nderstanding it. You must be · 
able to see as clearly as possible what these people are, ): .. 
before and while youhear the tirades,from Porter. Our 
Jimmy, Cliff, and Alimon were true enough, I feel, in 
what their director·. demanded of them, but the specific 
emotional mate:r;;ia.l ·of the characters wasnt sufficiently 
defined( quote David Pressman). We didnt find a specific 
characteristic for each actor to play, with the possible 
exception of tielena, who supplied her· own, and so tb,e 
play lacked focus •. 
Also, the basic rhytbm was·, I think, faulty; I simply 
took the whole view of life in the Midlands too. seriously, 
so that the entertainment vaiues were .drained away. Some 
judicious cutting would have helped(as it does now in 
NYC), but cuts or not, the task is to give the actors 
eri.ough to do to 'accomplish the myriad changes o.f pace and 
mood. If all these changes arent met, then the play 
becomes static, and finally unbelievable. 
I believe the play is about two peoplein love; so 
we had the quiet, tender moments between Alison and Jim-
my; but if these moments·over-balance the dont-care mood 
which is central to the play, then the relationship 
2. 
becomes unbearable. Aihso, if you take what these people 
say to each.other too seriously, the tendency, I found, 
was to take the guts out of the action by pushing the · 
big moments1:.the cli~axes, too far into the corners of 
the stage.. ·.he cu.rta1n of Act. I and the majority of Por-
ter 1 s attacks on Alison are exainpleft of my thinking 
that the· dialoqu.e would carry the scene, rather than see-
ing the actors cl·early. In other words I think I tried to 
soften these moments, with the result of making the 
audience· very impatient· with the actors. Perhaps the 
director·is trying to be a nice guy.- for what? 
. . 
Looking Back, I find. a diary n6t.e dat~d November 11 
: 1 Judge leaps. in.: .sound and fury' •. 'how much should I· 
give him'; it seems to me now that I gave him a great 
deal of· direction •. The tragedy was that the direction 
was not always right •. Instead of giving him more to do, 
I asked him to play too many·moments staticly, quietly, 
inside~himself, rather than the open, theatrical thing the 
tirades in particular· .called for. This was di:ee.ctionhe 
didnt really want to take :, but accept·ed. Mary, playing 
Aliion, was a. somev1hat diff:erent problem. From the first 
I worried that she wouldnt act eyerything; but again, 
inste.ad of finding one clear basic action to build the 
. part around, I. let her play small and diffuse until it 
was too late. We neither of us completely understood the 
character as Osborne meant it. Helena I saw from the first 
as an actress;. but the real point is that she 1 s a virgin-
al friend of Alison's (the right and wrong then makes sense). 
Cliff, in contrast,.must_be very cornmon;.our Cliff was 
too much the friendly teddy-bear~ Again.we lost the swift-
:ailtack needed. The Colonel .suffered also from my lack of ·· 
humou.r, and became ilimecessarily ·colorless. I saw him· 
as a blatant symbol of·what's wrong with England, and 
in the casting and the playing dehumanized him to the point 
that we might as well not have had the scene at all. 
As for variety, I fell iritothe stock director's trap 
of dep.ending ·on the printed· .text for the basic blocking, 
too static in places~ the :first act needing the most imagin-
ation •. By choosing to crowd the stage center with two chairs 
and ashtr~( the boys had to play most of ~he time there) 3 
the burden. of variety was put too directly on how they read 
rather than what they did. 
a- . fh.f'- Theatricalization has. :been pretty well covered, but· 
'Tlo . ;:;. chief lesson learned was that realistic detail - if 
it0s t.o mean· anything - must be large and clean enough 
·to carry with immediacy. For instance, the newsp~pers 
\ 
\ 
\ 
read throughout must be handled as. p.art. of an over-all 
pattern:, not as distractions to the main action. The folding 
passing back and forth~ etc. has to be .done cleanly for . 
a neat underlingng_of the words. 
Realism, as a. style of production~ floored me,· mostly 
in the last three days, when.it·was.necessary to select 
carefully the detail's in setting, costumes, lights, and 
acting(or blend this with the rest). Instead of working 
tripley:hard; and questioning everything, I bE?came those 
last three days a bemused .amateur again, admiring the 
'lovely' stage. By not putting pr.essure on. the whole group 
of actors. and tech .people, I also learned that one greatly 
increases .tp.e chances of panic; which we met head-on in the 
first performance. ·· · · 
' . . ·. ' .: ., 
Realism is a mood like everything else, and mood comes 
from your objects, and here agaJ...n my initial preparation 
of the play showed its.faults. ;!:he set dressing became too 
busy, too much was tried.in the lights, I.suppose to com-
. pensate for my not using the stage· fu~ly enough with the 
actors; and the problem of orchestrat1ng off-stage sound 
with dialogue was ne_ver really investigated or solved. 
FinallY~····as a.directing student, the.chance to 
produce LBIA became an. excellent learning ground: I fo~nd 
I could at least m.ake a s:tart with 'new'. material(meanlng 
I had no pre-:conceived ideas about it), and that I 
could work with older,. more experienced actors, and a 
larger stage. But I think my. concept of the play was 
very fuzzy,. and the ways to express that concept too 
non-thea'lrical. 
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